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SUMMARY 
HYRUM PROJECT 
REHABILITATION AND BETTERMENT PROGRAM 
The South 
headquartered in 
Department of the 
General 
Cache Yater Users Association (association), 
Yellsville, Utah, has requested of the United States 
Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) a 
Rehabilitation and Betterment (R&B) loan to rehabilitate features of the 
Hyrum Project (project). The association was incorporated in 1934, for 
the purpose of contracting with the United States for construction of 
the project and repayment of the construction cost. Project 
construction was initiated on March 26, 1934 and was substantially 
completed in 1935, at a cost of $930,000. The project provides an 
average annual supplemental irrigation supply of 12,700 acre-feet, to 
approximately 6,800 acres of land. This land is located in the southern 
end of Cache Valley, about 60 miles north of Salt Lake City, Utah. 
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The original contract, dated October 9, 1933, provided for payments 
of $930,000 of construction costs in 40 equal annual installments of 
$23,250. An amended contract dated December 31, 1941, provided for the 
payment of the $930,000 obligation to be rescheduled on a graduated 
basis within a 40-year period with annual payments being subject to a 
variable repayment plan. The contract was further amended Hay 24, 1950. 
This new amended contract scheduled the remaining construction 
obligation of $760,000 in basic annual installments of $17,240 until 
$362,000 had been paid and $16,155 until the remainder of the obligation 
was paid. The final payment on the original construction obligation was 
made in December 1988. 
After construction of the project was completed, the facilities 
were transferred to the association for operation and maintenance on May 
1, 1936. The association has operated and maintained the project since 
that time. 
In 1977, the association received an R&B loan to replace several 
flume structures with inverted siphons. Also the association received 
an emergency loan for the replacement of the 22-inch diameter steel 
discharge pipeline that runs from the Yellsville Pump-Turbine Plant to 
the head of the Yellsville Canal. This program was completed in 1977 
and the .rehabilitated features have functioned satisfactorily since that 
time. The association also received another emergency loan in 1982 to 
help pay for flood damages to the irrigation system. 
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Facilities of the project include the following: (1) Hyrum Dam and 
Reservoir on the Little Bear River; (2) the 9 cubic feet per second 
(cfs) capacity Hyrum Feeder Canal; (3) the 89 cfs capacity Hyrum-Mendon 
Canal; (4) the 15 cfs capacity Yellsville Canal; and (5) the 16 cfs 
capacity Yellsville Pump-Turbine Plant. Figure S-1 shows the location 
of these features. 
Need for a Rehabilitation and Betterment Program 
Reclamation and the association have discussed, on a number of 
occasions, the need for the rehabilitation and betterment of various 
project facilities. The facilities recommended for rehabilitation are 
over 50 years old and their present need of rehabilitation is the result 
of normal use and age and not from the lack of maintenance on the part 
of the association. 
There are a number of outstanding Review 6f Operation and 
Maintenance (RO&M) recommendations on the Hyrum Project. There are 7 
outstanding category I and 19 outstanding category II recommendations. 
The proposed R&B program will satisfy 3 of the category I and 8 of the 
category II recommendations at the facility. The association is now in 
the process of completing the other outstanding recommendations. As can 
be seen from the number of outstanding RO&M recommendations on this 
project, and the age of the facilities, there is an urgent need for this 
R&B program. 
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In general, if the items that are recommended for rehabilitation 
are allowed to continue to deteriorate, serious economic losses to the 
local agricultural economy would result and the safety and integrity of 
the dam would be seriously compromised. 
The following items should be included in the R&B program: 
A. The intake structure and diversion facilities at Hyrum Dam. 
B. The outlet works and outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam. 
C. The spillway at Hyrum Dam. 
D. Selected conveyance facilities of the Hyrum Project. 
E. The pump-turbine plant at the head of the Vellsville Canal. 
F. Purchase Construction Equipment. 
G. Miscellaneous repair work. 
Proposed R&B Program 
Table S-1 summarizes the proposed program including; the 
construction costs, including contingencies, overhead, and projected 
cost increases; and the schedule for completing the program. 
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Table S-l 
Summary of Hyrum R&B Program 
Estimated cost for fiscal year 
Item 
Rehabilitate intake 
structure and diversion 
facilities 
Rehabilitate outlet-works 
and gate house 
Rehabilitate spillway 
Rehabilitate selected 
conveyance facilities 
Rehabilitate Yellsville 
Pump-Turbine Plant 
Purchase construction 
equipment 
Miscellaneous rehabili-
tation work 
Totals 
Total 
cost * 
($) 
640,000 
570,000 
125,000 
320,000 
135,000 
290,000 
20,000 
2,100,000 
1989 
($) 
150,000 
150,000 
* Estimated cost includes contingencies, 
1990 
($) 
450,000 
290,000 
105,000 
40,000 
240,000 
1,125,000 
overhead, 
projected cost increases, and are rounded. 
1991 
($) 
40,000 
200,000 
165,000 
90,000 
50,000 
545,000 
1992 
($) 
80,000 
125,000 
50,000 
5,000 
20,000 
280,000 
administration, 
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Repayment 
Repayment would be in accordance with a contract to be agreed upon 
by the United States and the association. Willingness of the 
association to enter into an R&B Program is evidenced by their 
resolution of August 16, 1988 (see Appendix A). The subsidy factor, as 
discussed in chapter IV, is 66.0 percent. 
Revenues would be available for repayment of the R&B loan, by the 
willingness of the association and the three canal companies, which the 
association serves (the Hyrum Irrigation Company, Wellsville Irrigation 
Company, and the Wellsville-Mendon Conservation District), to assess the 
water users the amount necessary to repay the loan. 
Environmental 
The Hyrum R&B Program is excluded from the usual provisions of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The proposed program calls 
for repair of existing facilities, without a change of location or 
function. In accordance with Section 516 OM 2.3A of NEPA, a categorical 
exclusion checklist has been prepared and is included in Appendix E. 
The categorical exclusion will be finalized prior to the submittal of 
the final Hyrum Project Rehabilitation and Betterment Report. 
--
~ . 
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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to (1) describe the need for the R&B 
program; (2) suggest a plan to accomplish the needed work; and (3) 
evaluate the association's ability to repay the loan. 
The work outlined in this report would be accomplished in 
accordance with provisions of the Rehabilitation and Betterment Act of 
October 7, 1949 (63 Stat. 724), with amendments of March 3, 1950 (64 
Stat. 11), and October 3, 1975 (89 Stat. 485). Repayment would be in 
accordance with a repayment contract to be agreed upon by the United 
States and the association. Yillingness of the association to enter 
into ~n R&R Progrnm with the Uniteo States is evidenced hy a re~olution 
passed by its board of directors on August 16, 1988 (see Appendix A). 
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Setting 
The Hyrum Project is located in Cache County in Northern Utah, 
about 60 miles north of Salt Lake City. The present irrigated area 
consists of a strip of land approximately 15 miles long and 1/2 to 2 
miles wide in the southern end of Cache Valley and lies in the general 
vicinity of the communities of Hyrum, Vellsville, and Mendon, Utah. The 
project supplies supplemental irrigation water to approximately 6,800 
acres of privately owned cultivated land. 
Location of Features 
The principal construction features include: Hyrum Dam and Reservoir, 
Hyrum Feeder Canal, Hyrum-Mendon Canal, Vellsville Canal, and the 
Vellsville pump-turbine plant (see Figures S-l and I-1 for location of 
these features). 
Hyrum Dam and Reservoir--Hyrum Dam, a rolled earthfill structure, 
is 116 feet high and contains about 430,000 cubic yards of material. 
The dam is located near the southwest corner of the town of Hyrum, Cache 
County, Utah, and creates a reservoir with an active capacity of 14,440 
acre-feet. The spillway is a concrete-lined chute, located 400 feet 
north of the right abutment and is controlled by three 16-X-12-foot 
radial gates, with a discharge capacity of 6,000 cfs. The 300 cfs. 
capacity outlet works, consist of a concrete-lined pressure tunnel 
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Fig.ure 1- t 
Aerial Vi ew of Hyrum Dam and Outlet Works 
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leading to a gate chamber and two 34-inch diameter steel outlet pipes, 
controlled by two sets of 33-inch square slide gates. One of the outlet 
pipes terminates in a stilling well and the other terminates at the 
~ellsville Pump-Turbine Plant. 
Hyrum Feeder Canal--The Hyrum Feeder Canal is located near Hyrum, 
Utah. ~ater is diverted into the canal from the outlet works at Hyrum 
Dam. The canal then extends in a northerly direction about 1.3 miles, 
where the water is delivered to a canal owned by the Hyrum Irrigation 
Company. The canal has a capacity of 9 cfs, a bottom width of 4 feet, 
side slopes of 1.5:1, and a depth of flow of 1.1 feet. 
Hyrum-Mendon Canal--The 14-mile-Iong Hyrum-Mendon Canal extends 
from the outlet works at Hyrum Dam, in a northwesterly direction, 
through a inverted siphon across the old river channel, to service lands 
located between the communities of Hyrum, ~ellsville, and Mendon, Utah. 
The canal terminates approximately 0.5 mile north of the community of 
Mendon, Utah. The canal has a capacity of 89 cfs, a bottom width of 6 
feet, side slopes of 1.5:1, a depth of flow of 3 feet, and a lining 
thickness of 3 inches, in the few locations where it is lined. 
~ellsville Canal--The 5.4 mile long ~ellsville Canal extends from 
the ~ellsville Pump-Turbine Plant, in a northwesterly direction, to 
provide supplemental water to lands between Hyrum and ~ellsville, that 
lie up to 70 feet higher than . the Hyrum-Mendon Canal. The Canal 
terminates just northwest of the community of ~ellsville. The canal has 
a capacity of 15 cfs, a bottom width of 4 feet, side slopes of 1.5:1, 
and a water depth of 1.5 feet. 
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Vellsville Pump-Turbine Plant--The Vellsville Pump-Turbine Plant is 
located at the terminus of one of the 34-inch diameter outlet pipes at 
Hyrum Dam. The plant utilizes the available head in the reservoir to 
power a 550 horsepower pump that can deliver up to 16 cfs., under a 
total dynamic head of 81 feet. The water is then conveyed from the 
plant by a 24-inch reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) outlet pipe to the 
head of the Vellsville Canal. 
History 
The first visitors to Cache Valley were trappers in search of 
pelts. In fact, the name "Cache", came from the early trappers who used 
to "cache", or hide, their animal pelts and provisions in the area in 
the early 1800's. Permanent settlement of the valley was started in 
1856 when "Maughan's Fort" was built at the site of the present 
community of Vellsville. From that time through the early 1860's, the 
valley was settled at a rapid pace. Communities were located on all of 
the streams, where the water could readily and cheaply be conveyed to 
the fertile land to irrigate crops. 
The settlement of the valley continued, with the irrigation water 
running in short supply during the late summer months. In 1902-04 the 
newly-formed Reclamation Service investigated the possibilities of 
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providing storage water for irrigation in the valley. After this early 
study, interest lagged until 1922, when the Department of Agriculture 
made a report on the land and water resources of the valley. This 
report revived interest in an irrigation project and on March 21, 1923, 
representatives of the Cache Valley Vater Users Association, petitioned 
the Utah Vater Storage Commission for assistance in planning the 
development of the water resources in the valley. Investigations 
continued until 1932, when a report by the Bureau of Reclamation formed 
the basis for constructing the Hyrum Project. 
Construction of the project was started on March 26, 1934. The 
project was substantially completed in 1935 and the first water 
deliveries were made in July 1935. After construction was completed the 
facilities were transferred to the South Cache Vater Users Association 
for operation and maintenance on May 1, 1936. The association has 
operated and maintained the project since that time. 
The Hyrum Project was initiated under the provisions of the 
National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 (48 Stat. 195) and an 
allotment of funds for construction was made on August 19, 1933. The 
President approved the project on November 6, 1935, under the terms of 
Section 4, Act of June 5, 1910 (36 Stat. 835), and subsection b of 
Section 4, Act of December 5, 1924 (43 Stat. 701). The original 
contract, dated October 9, 1933, provided for payments of $930,000 of 
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construction costs in 40 equal annual installments of $23,250. An 
amended contract dated December 31, 1941, provided for the payment of 
the $930,000 obligation to be rescheduled on a graduated basis within a 
40-year period with the annual payments being subject to a variable 
repayment plan. The contract was further amended Hay 24, 1950. This 
new, amended contract scheduled the remaining construction obligation of 
$760,000 in basic annual installments of $17,240 until $362,000 had been 
paid and $16,155 until the remainder of the obligation was paid. The 
final payment on the original construction obligation was made in 
December, 1988. 
Project Lands and Soils 
The 6,800 acres of land, served by the Hyrum Project are well 
suited for irrigated agriculture. This is demonstrated by the fact that 
irrigated agriculture has been successfully practiced in the area for 
well over 100 years. Of the total 240 farm units, in the project, 
approximately 70 are full-time farms and the balance of 154 farms are 
classified as part-time. The trend in farm ownerships in the area is 
one of a stable number of full-time farms and a decreasing number of 
part-time farms. This is evidenced by the number of part-time farms 
changing from 585 in 1975, to 154 in 1983, and the number of full-time 
farms remaining virtually unchanged, during the same period. All of the 
land is listed as crop~and with the· exception of 328 acres of urban and 
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suburban lands that are serviced by the Hyrum Canal Company, in the city 
of Hyrum, Utah and by Yellsville City, in the City of Yellsville. 
The soils of the project area are mainly alluvial, derived from the 
outwash from the adjoining mountains. The balance of the soils are 
lacustrine in origin. The alluvial soils have a moderately heavy 
textured topsoil and subsoil with sand, gravel, or silty substrata. The 
lacustrine soils normally have a moderately heavy topsoil and a 
moderately heavy to heavy clay subsoil and substrata. The soils are 
generally fertile and the water-holding capacities are usually good. 
The principal crops grown iri the area include: alfalfa, small 
grains, corn silage, and pasture. These crops are used as feed, 
primarily for dairy and beef cattle. Project water provides a 
late-season water supply and assurances against drought, which 
stabilizes the farming operations in the area. 
Climate 
Lands irrigated by the Hyrum Project lie at an average elevation of 
approximately 4,600 feet. They have a temperate, semiarid climate with 
relatively warm summers and cold winters. 
is 47 degree Fahrenheit, with extreme 
minimum of -35 degrees Fahrenheit, to 
The mean annual temperature 
temperatures ranging from a 
a maximum of 102 degrees 
Fahrenheit. However, temperatures do not frequently reach these 
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extremes. The frost-free period averages about 155 days and the average 
annual precipitation is about 16.8 inches. Precipitation during the 
May-September growing season averages about 6 inches. Precipitation 
during the winter months is usually in the form of snow with times of 
heavy accumulations. 
Water Supply 
The project supplies an average of 12,700 acre-feet annually. The 
water covered by subscriptions is utilized for the supplemental 
irrigation of 6,800 acres of land. The Hyrum Feeder Canal serves about 
450 acres of project lands, the Hyrum-Mendon Canal about 3,500 acres, 
and the Wellsville Canal about 800 acres. The remaining 2,050 acres of 
project lands are served under the privately constructed Hyrum 
Irrigation Company Canal, that diverts water from the South Fork of the 
Little Bear River, about 6 miles upstream from Hyrum Reservoir. These 
lands, served under the privately constructed canal, are supplied with 
water from the natural flow of the river and releases are made from 
Hyrum Reservoir downstream to effect an exchange of water with prior 
rights downstream on the Little Bear River. 
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Population 
The most recent population estimates for towns in the project area 
show Hyrum with a population of 3,552 people, Yellsville with 1,952 
people, and Mendon with 668 people. Additionally, there are 
approximately 400 people who live in the unincorporated areas of the 
project. Every person in the project area is affected by the project 
either directly or indirectly. 
Previous R&B Loans 
The association received a R&B loan in 1977 to replace steel flumes 
on the Hyrum-Mendon Canals, with inverted siphons. Also included in the 
loan was the emergency replacement of the originally installed 22-inch 
diameter steel pipe, discharge line, that extends from the Yellsville 
Pump-Turbine Plant to the head of the Yellsville Canal. This pipeline 
was replaced with a 24-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe (Rep). 
The program was successful in replacing these deteriorated features. 
The improved features have been functioning satisfactorily since their 
installation and have helped to keep maintenance costs at a reasonable 
level. 
The association has historically complied with the Reclamation 
Reform Act (RRA) and certified and verified their compliance with 
the RRA., in 1988. As .the associations original construction loan has now 
been paid . out, they will no longer be required to comply with the 
certificat~~n · provisions of the RRA. 
CHAPTER II 
NEED FOR THE PROPOSED PROGRAM 
Introduction 
Reclamation and the association have discussed, on a number of 
occasions, the need for the rehabilitation and betterment of various 
project facilities. The facilities recommended for rehabilitation are 
over 50 years old and their present need of rehabilitation is the result 
of normal use and age and not from the lack of maintenance on the part 
of the association. 
In general, if the items that are recommended for rehabilitation 
are allowed to continue to deteriorate, serious economic losses to the 
local agricultural economy would result and the safety and integrity of 
tohe or1m would he serj ously compromi sed. 
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Review of Operation and Maintenance Program 
There are a number of outstanding Review of Operation and 
Maintenance (RO&M) recommendations on the Hyrum Project. There are 7 
outstanding category I and 19 outstanding category II recommendations. 
The proposed R&B program will satisfy 3 of the category I and 8 of the 
category II recommendations at the facility. The association is now in 
the process of completing the other outstanding recommendations. 
As can be seen from the number and magnitude of outstanding RO&M 
recommendations on this project, there is an urgent need for this R&B 
program. The following is a list of the outstanding RO&M 
recommendations that the proposed R&B program will correct. 
Category I Recommendation 
1. Recommendation (79-1-G)--repair the float control switches for 
the spillway gates or install automatic control device. 
2. Recommendation (84-1-A)--remove silt away from intake 
structure. 
3. Recommendation (87-1-B)--replace the hydraulic oil system 
controls and electrical system for the high-pressure gates. 
Category II Re~ommendation 
1. Recommendation (79-2-D)--replace the cables on the spill gates. 
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2. Recommendation (79-2-E)--properly identify the hydraulic valves 
for the high pressure gates. 
3. Recommendation (79-2-L)--replace missing knockout closures in 
some of the switch boxes. 
4. Recommendation (79-2-S)--repair or replace the leaky drain 
valves for the 34-inch diameter steel outlet pipes. 
5. Recommendation (81-2-A)--replace safety stud on each emergency 
gate. 
6. Recommendation (81-2-B)--repair electrical outlet at entrance 
to gate chamber. 
7. Recommendation (84-2-A)--Clean and recoat rusted areas of 
34-inch diameter steel pipe. Sandblast and repaint penstock from 
control house to diversion structure. Sandblast and repaint rusty metal 
in wellsville pumping plant. 
8. Recommendation (87-2-1)--repair or replace the automatic air 
relief valves. 
Condition of Facilities to be Rehabilitated 
On a August 16, 1988, a joint meeting between Reclamation and the 
association, was held to discuss the items, that would be included in 
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the R&B Program. As a result of the meeting, the following facilities 
were identified for inclusion in the R&B program: 
A. The intake structure and diversion facilities at Hyrum Dam. 
B. The outlet works and outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam. 
C. The spillway at Hyrum Dam. 
D. Selected conveyance facilities of the Hyrum Project. 
E. The pump-turbine plant at the head of the Yellsville Canal. 
F. The purchase construction equipment. 
G. Miscellaneous repair work. 
Intake Structure and Diversion Facilities 
The water user's have reported that the outlet works at Hyrum Dam 
have been diminishing in capacity over the past several years. Two 
underwater dives (1981 and 1987) have confirmed that the intake 
structure to the outlet works is almost silted in. A copy of the 1987 
diving report is contained in Appendix C. The problem has also been 
addressed in the Review of Operation and Maintenance (RO&M) program. 
RO&M recommendation (84-1-A), is to remove the silt from around the 
intake structure. Figure 11-1 shows a cross section of Hyrum Dam 
including the intake structure and the outlet works. 
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If the situation is allowed to continue, the outlet works will 
likely become completely silted over. This would result in major 
economic losses to the area. Additionally, the dam could no longer be 
evacuated in the event of an emergency, greatly increasing the 
probability of dam failure. 
Outlet Yorks and Outlet-Yorks Control House 
There are many components in the outlet works and outlet-works 
control house that are in need of rehabilitation in order to ensure the 
continued delivery of project water and the safety of Hyrum Dam. This 
is supported by a number of RO&M recommendations in this area. The 
items in need of rehabilitation are: (1) the two 34-inch diameter 
outlet pipelines; (2) the drain valves on the outlet pipes; (3) the 
hydraulic system that controls the outlet control gates; (4) the outlet 
works control gates; (5) the air vents on the outlet works; (6) the gate 
postion indicators in the control house; (7) the emergency shut-down 
system to the outlet works; (8) miscellaneous repair work on the control 
house (see Figure 11-1). 
1. Outlet pipelines--The interiors of the 34-inch diameter out].et 
pipes were inspected in April 1988. During this inspection, it was 
discovered that the protective coating on the interior of the pipes has 
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completely deteriorated and the interior of the pipe is starting to rust 
(see Figure 11-2). The exterior of the outlet pipes is also rusting in 
places as indicated by RO&M recommendation (84-2-A) to; sandblast and 
re-coat rusted areas of 34-inch steel pipe; sandblast and repaint 
34-inch steel penstock from control house to diversion structure; and 
sandblast and repaint rusty metal in Yellsville Pump-Turbine Plant. If 
the rust on the pipelines is not controlled, the pipes will continue to 
deteriorate and this will lead to eventual pipe failure. 
In addition, some of the pipe joints in the outlet pipes are 
leaking. If these leaks are not fixed when the pipe is sandblasted and 
repainted, the leaking water will accelerate the deterioration of the 
paint and pipelines. This will lead to higher maintenance costs and 
shorten the effective life of the pipelines. 
2. Drain valves--Inspection of the drain valves on the two 34-inch 
diameter steel outlet pipes during the RO&M inspections has lead to 
recommendation (79-2-S), to replace these drain valves. If the valves 
are not replaced, their continued deterioration could lead to failure. 
Yater savings would also result from replacing these valves, because, at 
the present time the valves are leaking a considerable amount of water 
and this water is lost from the project. 
3. Hydraulic control system--At present, internal leakage past the 
"straightway (2-way) valves," which direct hydraulic oil to the hoist 
e.... 
- ' -
HYRUM DAM 
Interior - Outl.t Works Tunn.' 
Fl~ ure [I- 2 
View o t th e Two 34 inch Diameter Outlet Pipes 
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for the control gates to be operated, results in the movement of other 
gate leaves. This unintended movement breaks safety studs on the 
semiautomatic gate hangers for the high-pressure emergency gates. As a 
result, the semiautomatic gate hangers are not being used, which allows 
the emergency gate leaves to drift into the fluid-way of the conduit 
outlets. Also the electrical system in the gate house does not meet 
current electrical codes and should be replaced to reduce the electrical 
hazards at the facilility. Due to these problems and the fact that the 
hydraulic control and electrical systems are over 50 years old and in 
need of moderization, it has been recommended by RO&M (87-1-B), to 
replace the hydraulic control and electrical systems to the control 
gates. The continued degradation of the hydraulic control facilities 
and electrical system at Hyrum Dam, will seriously effect the future 
safety and integrity of the dam. Figures II-3 and II-4 show the 
hydraulic system controls and the hydraulic power unit respectively. 
4. Outlet control gates--An inspection of the control gates in 
April 1988, revealed that the seals and gate leaves are in need of 
repair or replacement. Additionally since the gates are over 50 years 
old, many minor items on the gates are in need of repair. There is one 
outstanding RO&M recommendation (81-2-A), to replace the safety studs on 
the semiautomatic gate-hangers on the emergency gates. Continued 
deterioration of the control gates will result in their failure. 
Figures 11-5 and 11-6 show the · emergency gates and the semi-automatic 
gate hange~s respectively. 
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5. Air relief valves--the four 4-inch diameter air relief valves 
to the outlet pipes do not operate properly, as indicated by RO&M 
recommendation (87-2-I). Continued operation, without the air relief 
valves operating properly, greatly increases the probability of failure 
of the control gates and outlet pipes. Figure II-7 shows a view of one 
of the air relief valves at Hyrum Dam. 
6. Gate position indicators--The gate position indicators in the 
outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam have not been operational for 
some time. Because of this, the association has no way to accurately 
measure the amount of water that they are releasing. Replacement of 
these indicators along with installing a new reservoir manometer in the 
control house would give the operator a way to measure releases. 
7. Emergency shut down system--Yhen the dam was built, a float 
system in the outlet-works control house was installed. This system is 
supposed to shut down the control gates if the siphon or flume 
downstream of the outlet pipes became plugged. This float system and 
the filling valves to the outlet control gates have not been used for an 
extended period of time and therefore, it is not known if they are 
oper~tional. The emergency shut down system and filling valves ShOll1d 
be tested and rehabilitated as necessary to complete RO&M recommendation 
(87-3-A) and to avert any future problems that may arise, due to the 
possibility that the items are non-functional. 
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8. Miscellaneous repair work--The door and roof on the gate house 
are in bad repair and in need of replacement to protect the facility. 
Additionally, there are a number a places in which the metal work in the 
outlet works facility are starting to rust, such as on the spiral 
staircase from the gate house to the outlet works tunnel; on the catwalk 
in the access tunnel; on the electrical conduit; and on the hydraulic 
lines from the controls to the control gates. Figure II-9 shows a view 
of the control house looking Yest. 
Spillway 
There are three items on the spillway that are in need of 
rehabilitation: (1) the radial gates, (2) the spillway chute, and (3) 
the electrical system in the gate hoist house. 
1. Radial gates--The radial gates at Hyrum dam are starting to 
rust in places and are leaking around the seals. Additionally, RO&M 
recommendation (79-2-0), to replace the 0.75-inch diameter wire rope 
that is used to hoist the radial gates remains outstanding. Figure 
II-10 shows a view of the three radial gates that control flow into the 
spillway. 
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If the gates continue to deteriorate and fail, either spillway 
capacity could be lost, possibly causing failure of the facility or 
there would be a substantial loss of reservoir capacity. 
2. Spillway chute--At present there are numerous cracks in the 
concrete of the spillway chute and in some places, large portions of the 
concrete lining are displaced. This problem is identified in RO&M 
recommendation (87-2-F), which recommends the removal of the vegetation 
and sealing the cracks in the spillway chute. Figures 11-11 and 11-12 
show views of the spillway chute looking west and a view of a typical 
section where the concrete lining has been displaced respectively. 
If the spillway chute continues to deteriorate, facility failure 
could result, causing widespread flooding below the facility. 
3. Electrical system--Some of the electrical system in the gate 
hoist house is over 50 years old and thus, does not meet current 
electrical standards. To reduce the possibility of electrical shock to 
operating personnel, the electrical system needs to be upgraded to 
comply with electrical codes. Also, an automatic control device needs 
to be installed to control the spillway gates. Installation of this 
device will satisfy RO&M recommendation (79-1-G). Figure 11-13 shows a 
view of the gate hoist house for the radial gates on the spillway. 
Figure 11-11 
View of Displaced Concrete Lining 
in ~pt 11 f,Jay Chute 
Figure 11-12 
View of Spillway Chute Looking ~Jest at Hyrum 
Dam 
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Conveyance Facilities 
Several features and reaches of canal are in need of rehabilitation 
in order to control excess seepage or to reduce maintenance problems. 
The features in need of rehabilitation include: (1) the flume on the 
Hyrum/Mendon Canal; (2) the bench flume immediately downstream of the 
outlet works; (3) a reach of the Hyrum Feeder Canal; and (4) selected 
reaches of the Hyrum/Mendon Canal. 
1. Flume on Hyrum/Mendon Canal--The single remaining flume 
structure on the Hyrum/Mendon Canal is leaking badly due to corrosion, 
erosion, and settlement caused by the failing timber bent structure. 
The deteriorated condition of the flume is the result of normal aging of 
the flume and supporting structure. 
If the flume where to continue to deteriorate, the resulting 
failure would cause an extended interruption in the delivery of 
irrigation water to over 1,000 acres of project land. Additionally, 
failure would result in flooding downstream of the canal. Since this 
flume is located above the town of Yellsville, which has a population of 
1,952 people, extensive damage to residential property would result. 
2. Bench flume--The bench flume located immediately downstream 
from the outlet works of Hyrum Dam is in bad repair and is leaking. Due 
to the age of the structure, the concrete has deteriorated in places. 
Figure II-14 shows a view of the north and west sides of the control 
house and the bench flume. 
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Continued degradation of this feature will result in failure, 
causing an extended interruption of irrigation service to a large 
portion of the project lands. Additionally, failure could result in the 
loss of the foundation for the control house. 
3. Hyrum Feeder Canal--A 1500-foot-Iong section of the Hyrum 
Feeder Canal concrete lining is in bad repair due to ground water 
seeping behind the concrete lining, freezing, and then buckling the 
lining. 
A failure of this section of canal would result in an extended 
interruption in the delivery of irrigation water to approximately 450 
acres of project land. 
4. Excessive seepage from Hyrum/Mendon Canal--At present, there is 
excessive seepage in approximately 5,000 feet of the Hyrum/Mendon Canal, 
due to the canal crossing highly permeable areas. The Hyrum Project 
currently has distribution losses in its canals of approximately 25 
percent. Lining sections of this canal would help to conserve water and 
improve the delivery of project water to lands located on the lower 
reaches of the canal. 
Pump-Turbine Plant 
The pump-turbine unit that pumps water to the Wellsville Canal is 
. over 50 years old and is in need of repairs in order to maintain the 
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necessary pumping capacity. There are several items that need to be 
rehabilitated at the pump-turbine plant such as (1) the pump-turbine 
unit; (2) the penstock pipes; (3) the pump head box; and (4) other 
miscellaneous items. 
1. Pump-turbine unit--The pump-turbine unit is in need of 
rebuilding in order to maintain the capacity of the pumping plant. 
Additionally, some of the metal parts in the plant are starting to rust 
and need to be cleaned and repainted, as indicated by RO&M 
recommendation (84-2-A). Figure 11-15 shows a view of the turbine unit 
at the pump-turbine plant. 
Continued 
interruption 
degradation 
or possibly 
of this facility would lead to an 
the discontinuance of irrigation water 
deliveries to approximately 800 acres of project land. 
2. Penstock pipelines--RO~ recommendation (84-2 A) indicates that 
the two 34-inch diameter steel penstock pipelines are starting to rust 
on the inside and outside of the pipes. Additionally several of the 
pipe joints are leaking. 
If the penstock pipes are allowed to deteriorate, the pipes would 
eventually fail, leaving approximately 800 acres of project land without 
a water supply. Additionally, failure of the pipes could lead to the 
failure of other !eatures, such as the bench flume, and the pump-turbine 
plant. 
Figure II-IS 
View of Turbine Cnit at the Wellsville Pumping Plant 
Figure 11-16 
'View of SlLde Area by the Control House at Hyrum Dam 
3. Penstock head box--The 
pipelines is leaking and in 
integrity of the facility. 
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head box to one of the penstock 
need of repair in order to maintain the 
4. Miscellaneous--There are several miscellaneous repairs that 
need to be completed at the pump house such as replacing the door and 
re-wiring the parts of the electrical system that do not meet current 
standards. Completion of these items would greatly improve the security 
and safety of this feature. 
Miscellaneous York 
The access road to the outlet works control house is in danger of 
failure due to uncontrolled surface runoff and deteriorated retaining 
walls. The access road is only 8 feet wide and it is difficult to 
maneuver a vehicle past the control house. If the access road continues 
to deteriorate, there will be no safe vehicle access to the facility, 
and the structural integrity of the control house will be threatened. 
Figure 11-16 shows a view of the slide area by the control house. 
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Operation and Maintenance Procedures 
The association has established a maintenance program, and at the 
beginning of each year, schedules funding for the OM&R of project 
facilities. Also, the association has already established an adequate 
reserve fund program. All of the features of the project are over 50 
years old, which is the expected life of many irrigation projects, 
therefore, the need for the R&B Program is not from a lack of 
maintenance but due to the normal deterioration of the facilities. 
As can be be seen in Table 11-1 the OM&R costs for the association 
have been steadily increasing. This is due to heavy flooding that 
occured during the 1983-1986 period and also because of increased 
maintenance costs due to deteriorating facilities. 
Year 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
Total 
1978-1987- Ave. 
1983-1987 Ave. 
Table 11-1 
Historical OM&R Expenditures 
for the 
Hyrum Project, Utah 
OM&R Expenditures 
(Dollars) 
26,000 
19,750 
21,750 
47,648 
53,422 
74,015 
48,537 
50,682 
108,020 
33,319 
483,143 
48,300 
62,900 
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To estimate the level of expenditures necessary to adequately 
maintain the facilities of the Hyrum Project, an OM&R cost estimate 
using Reclamation Instructions, Series 150, Part 153 was made. Using 
this procedure the OM&R costs for the Hyrum Project were estimated to be 
$60,800. This figure includes a payment of $6,000/year into an 
emergency reserve fund, which is amount that was established by an 
eariler emergency loan by the association. A copy of this estimate is 
included in Appendix D. Based on this information, it is felt that OM&R 
expenditures of 60,800/year are adequate to maintain the facilities once 
the R&B project is completed. 
Need for Protection of the Federal Investment 
The proposed R&B Program would protect the original Federal 
investment and subsequent federal investments in the project by making 
the continued delivery of Hyrum Project water possible. 
The proposed R&B Program would protect the agricultural economy of 
the area, by ensuring the continued delivery of project water. The 
program would also ensure the continuation of local, state, and federal 
tax revenues, derived from the delivery of project water. Additionally, 
crop failure would also make it difficult for individual farmers to meet 
their financial obligations, many of whom are making payments to the 
Federal Land Bank, the Federal Housing Administration, and other 
financial institutions. 
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The impact that the project has on the local economy is illustrated 
by the gross value of the crops grown on project lands. Table 11-2 
shows the gross crop values for the last ten years for 100 percent of 
the Hyrum project lands. All project lands receive only a supplemental 
water supply from the project. The crop values are taken from published 
crops reports. 
Year 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
average 
Table 11-2 
Gross Crop Values 
(Units-Dollars) 
Crop Value 
642,212 
1,088,355 
1,123,759 
984,278 
859,773 
816,957 
786,359 
1,349,460 
1,236,278 
1,201,527 
---------
1,008,896 
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Environmental Commitments 
The Hyrum R&B Program is excluded from the usual provisions of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The proposed program calls 
for repair of existing facilities, without a change of location or 
function. In accordance with Section 516 OM 2.3A of NEPA, a categorical 
exclusion checklist has been prepared and is included in Appendix E. 
The categorical exclusion will be finalized prior to the submittal of 
the final Hyrum Project Rehabilitation and Betterment Report. 
Additionally, since Hyrum Dam is over 50 years old it may be eligible 
for placement on the State Historical Register. This will also be 
resolved prior to submittal of the final R&B Report. 
Financial Status of the Association 
The association does not have sufficient reserve funds to pay for 
the needed repairs or enough revenues to finance the repairs without the 
proposed R&B loan. A detailed financial analysis is shown in chapter 
IV. 
CHAPTER III 
PROPOSED R&B Program 
Introduction 
This chapter discusses the proposed program, the cost of the work, 
how the program will be accomplished, and alternatives to the program. 
Proposed Arrangements for Accomplishing R&B Program 
The association intends to do as much of the work as possible in 
,..e.a liZ(.. 
order to e a savings in the total cost of the proposed R&B program. 
To accomplish the construction, the purchase of equipment by the 
association would · be necessary. A discussion of the needed equipment 
(if (/ e til ~ 1""/1 I- Cr'7-t J 
and associated costs is shown on pagt ,. The -e'O'S" s e-f he e€Jui-pment have 
been included in the total costs of the R&B program. 
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Description of the Proposed Program 
As a result of inspections and discussions conducted jointly by the 
association and Reclamation, it was agreed that the proposed program 
include the following: 
A. Rehabilitate intake structure and diversion facilities at Hyrum 
Dam. 
B. Rehabilitate the outlet works and outlet-works control house at 
Hyrum Dam. 
C. Rehabilitate the spillway at Hyrum Dam. 
D. Rehabilitate selected conveyance facilities of the Hyrum 
Project. 
E. Rehabilitate the pump-turbine plant at the head of the 
Yellsville Canal. 
F. Purchase necessary construction equipment. 
G. Perform miscellaneous repair work. 
A. Rehabilitation of Intake Structure and Diversion Facilities 
The proposed program to correct the silt problem at the intake 
structure to the outlet works and to rehabilitate the diversion 
facilities at Hyrum dam would include removing the silt from around the 
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intake structure, installing a pre-fabricated extension on the existing 
intake structure, replacing the 18-inch valve to the diversion tunnel, 
and armouring and enlarging the diversion channel. The proposed 
extension of the intake structure would provide a long-term solution to 
the silt problem at Hyrum Reservoir. The work would be completed in 
seven phases as described below: 
1. The first phase would include the initial underwater 
inspections wherein silt depth, concrete condition, critical 
measurements, and advanced planning would be conducted. This phase is 
especially important since all information gained has to be accurate and 
complete and all future work will depend on this information. This 
phase will be conducted as soon as possible after completion of the 
report and execution of a repayment contract, so that advanced planning 
and design can be completed by October 1989. 
2. The second phase would include the mobilization of all required 
equipment, including a work barge capable of supporting a 1 1/2 yard 
clamshell crane, a recompression chamber, and all required diving and 
construction equipment. 
Initially the clamshell crane would be used to remove sediment from 
around the intake structure. The material would be removed from 
trenches parallel to the intake structure walls. These trenches would 
be from . 5 to 10 feet away from the structure and would be dug slightly 
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below the anticipated final bottom level. The crane would load the 
removed material on another barge which would take the material to the 
shoreline, where it would be loaded onto trucks and disposed of at a 
com~ercial fill site. Vhen the trenches are completed, the remaining 
material surrounding the intake structure would be jetted into the 
trench with high pressure water jets filling the trench to the final 
design level. The intake structure would then be totally exposed for 
the next phase of work. 
3. The third phase would include the removal of any existing trash 
racks, protruding studs, or bolts from the concrete wall of the intake 
structure. After removing any metal, a hydraulic grinder would be used 
to face the concrete to insure a good seal with plates that would be 
installed over the existing trashrack area on the existing structure. 
Bulkheads would be lowered by the crane and installed in the inlet 
structure. A pre-installed rubber seal on the bulkheads would ensure a 
tight seal. After the bulkheads are installed, the emergency outlet 
control gates could be removed and refurbished. Also at this time, the 
tunnel from the intake structure to the outlet control gates could be 
examined and any repairs made. 
4. The fourth phase would take place after the control gates on 
the outlet works have been refurbished and reinstalled. The bulkhead 
would be removed and . a prefabricated intake structure extension, 
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measuring approximately 14.25 x 17.33 x 10 feet, would be lowered from 
the barge, again using the mounted crane. Divers in communication with 
the crane operator would set the structure in its proper place. Again, 
holes would be drilled to secure the extension to the old intake 
structure, effecting a good seal. 
5. The fifth phase would include the reinstallation of trash racks 
and attachments on the new intake structure extension. After this work 
a final video inspection of all aspects of the work would be completed. 
6. The sixth phase would include replacing the previously cracked 
and repaired 18-inch gate valve that controls releases water to the 
diversion tunnel. The diversion channel would be deepened and armoured 
in selected locations to the confluence of the Little Bear River. 
Riprap for armouring the diversion channel would be obtained from local 
commercial quarries, and material removed from deepening the diversion 
channel would be used for embankment on the sides of the channel. 
7. The seventh phase would include the demobilization of all 
equipment from the work site and final clean-up. 
B. Rehabilitate Outlet ~orks and Outlet-works Control House 
rehabilitate the outlet works The proposed program to 
outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam includes the following: 
and 
(1 ) 
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sandblasting, repainting, and repairing the leaking joints on the outlet 
pipes; (2) replacing or repairing the drain valves on the outlet pipes; 
(3) installing a new hydraulic control system for the outlet control 
gates and rewiring the electrical system; (4) refurbishing the outlet 
control gates; (5) repairing or replacing the automatic air vents in the 
gate chamber; (6) replacing the gate position indicators in the control 
house and installing a new reservoir manometer gauge in the control 
house; (7) testing and repairing the emergency automatic outlet control 
gate shut-down system; and (8) miscellaneous other work such as 
sandblasting and repainting metal work in the control house, outlet 
works tunnel, and gate chamber and installing a new door and roof on the 
control house. 
1. Sandblast and repaint outlet pipes--Examination of the interior 
and exterior of 358 and 620 feet long, 34-inch diameter outlet pipes has 
established the need for a new protective coating to the interior and 
exterior of the pipes. It is proposed that surface preparation include 
sandblasting or cleaning to remove rust and deteriorated enamel. 
Following surface preparation and cleaning, the interior pipe surface 
would then be painted with two coats of coal-tar epoxy. The exterior 
pipe surfaces would be painted with a protective vinyl resin coating. 
The outlet pipes are also leaking at several of the pipe joints. These 
leaks should also be repaired. The repair work would include replacing 
the gaskets at the pipe joints. 
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2. Replace drain valves--It is proposed to replace the two leaking 
drain valves that do not operate properly. 
3. Install new hydraulic control system--The proposed program 
would include installing new control valves, installing a new hydraulic 
pump, installing an oil filter, repairing any hydraulic system leaks. 
Also, the electrical system would be removed and replaced with new 
wiring, electrical outlets, switches, and control panels. The existing 
hydraulic lines and electrical conduit would be refurbished and reused. 
4. Refurbish outlet control gates--The proposed program for 
rebuilding the control gates would include cleaning and repainting the 
valves; fixing packing glands, hangers, and valves leading to the 
hydraulic system; and replacing the gate seals and the worn or damaged 
gate leaves and the safety studs on the semi-automatic gate hangers. 
5. Repair or replace air vents--the four 4-inch diameter air vents 
in the gate chamber at Hyrum Dam are not operational. The proposed 
program includes repairing these air vents so that the outlet works can 
be operated properly. Repairing these valves will also enhance safety 
when initially filling the outlet pipes. 
6. Replace gate position indicators--The gate position indicators 
in the outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam have not been operational 
for some time. It is proposed to replace the gate-position indicators 
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and to install another reservoir level manometer in the control house, 
when the hydraulic and electrical systems in the control house are 
refurbished. The reservoir manometer would be installed on a pipeline 
extension which would be connected to the existing reservoir manometer 
located halfway down the spiral staircase in the gate house. 
7. Test and rehabilitate, emergency shut down system--A float 
system in the outlet-works control house is installed to shut down the 
operating gates if the siphon or the flume downstream of the outlet 
pipes became plugged or for some reason became too full. This system 
has not been used or tested for an extended period of time and it is not 
known if it is operational. It is proposed to test this system and make 
any necessary repairs or adjustments. 
8. Miscellaneous--lt is proposed that the miscellaneous metal work 
in the outlet-works control house such as the spiral staircase, the 
catwalk and handrail, and the electrical conduit and hydraulic lines, be 
cleaned and repainted. Also, the control house needs a new door and 
roof. 
c. Rehabilitate Spillway 
The program proposed to correct the deficiencies in the spillway at 
Hyrum Dam includes (1) refurbishing the radial gates; (2) cleaning and 
sealing . the spillway ~hute; and (3) refurbishing the electrical system 
in the gate hoist house. 
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1. Refurbish radial gates--Refurbish the radial gates on the 
spillway structure at Hyrum Reservoir would include such things as new 
seals, sandblasting and repainting with a vinyl resin coating, and 
replacing the 3/4-inch diameter wire rope that is used to hoist the 
radial gates. 
2. Clean and seal spillway chute--All of the cracks in the 
spillway chute would be V-notched and then sealed with polysulfide or 
polyurethane sealant. Yhere chunks of concrete are missing in the 
chute, the area would be removed and replaced. 
3. Refurbish electrical system--Most of the electrical system in 
the spillway gate hoist house needs to be rewired to meet current 
electrical codes. The electrical 
electrical equipment in the gate 
necessary to meet electrical codes. 
system 
hoist 
will be rewired and the 
house, would be replaced as 
D. Rehabilitate Selected Conveyance Facilities 
Several features and reaches of canal are in need of repairs to control 
excess seepage and to reduce maintenance costs: (1) the metal flume on 
the Hyrum/Mendon Canal; (2) the bench flume that the left outlet pipe at 
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Hyrum Dam discharges into; (3) a section of the Hyrum Feeder Canal; and 
(4) sections of the Hyrum/Mendon canal. The following program is being 
proposed to correct these problems. 
1. Replace flume on Hyrum/Mendon Canal with a siphon--The 110-foot 
long metal flume structure, would be replaced with a 130 ft. long 
54-inch diameter siphon. The existing flume structure at the site would 
be salvaged and any part not salvaged would be disposed of at an 
approved landfill or burned at the site. 
2. Repair Bench Flume Downstream of Outlet Yorks--The concrete 
bench flume located at the terminus of the left outlet pipe, has 
extensive cracking of the concrete and is leaking. The cracks in the 
concrete would be V-notched and then filled with an epoxy mortar or a 
polysulfide sealant. 
3. Rehabilitate the Hyrum Feeder Canal--A 1500-foot-long section 
of the Hyrum Feeder Canal would be replaceJ with a 24-inch diameter 
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) or PVC pipe. The pipe would be laid in a 
gravel envelope and perforated on the top to allow the groundwater to 
enter the pipe. · 
4. Line leaky sections of canals--At present, about 5000 feet of 
the Hyrum/Mendon Canal has excessive seepage. In order to conserve 
water and to increase the amount of flow that can be delivered to the 
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lower reaches of the canal, it is proposed to clay line these sections. 
The c~ay material used for lining the canal would be obtained from a 
commercial site. 
E. Rehabilitate Pump-Turbine Plant 
The proposed program for rehabilitating the pump-turbine unit that pumps 
water to the Yellsville Canal includes; (1) rebuilding the pump-turbine 
unit; (2) repairing the leak in the penstock pipelines; (3) repairing 
the leak in the pump headbox; (4) and performing miscellaneous small 
repairs. 
1. Rebuild pump-turbine unit--lt is proposed to disassemble the 
pump and turbine units of the plant and repair or replace any worn parts 
such as wicket gates, runners, and pump impellers. Exposed metal parts 
would then be sandblasted and painted with two coats of paint. 
2. Repair leak in penstock pipes--One of the penstock pipelines 
that supplies the pump-turbine unit is leaking. It is proposed to 
excavate the material from around the penstock pipes and to repair the 
leak. Before the pipes are backfilled with the excavated material, the 
interior and exterior of the pipes would be cleaned and repainted. The 
pipes would be cleaned by sandblasting and then repainted with two coats 
of coal-tar enamel paint. 
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3. Repair leak in pump head box--The head box where the penstock 
pipes enter the pump house is leaking. It is proposed to remove the 
concrete forming the head box and fabricate a new one on the site. The 
concrete removed would be disposed of at a commercial fill site. 
4. Miscellaneous--There are several miscellaneous repairs that 
need to be completed at the pump house such as replacing the door and 
rewiring the electrical system. It is proposed that these items and 
others that may be identified during the design or construction stages 
of the rehabilitation of the pump-turbine unit, be included in the R&B 
Program. 
F. Purchase Construction Equipment 
Equipment costs have been included in the cost of the R&B program 
to enable a cost savings by allowing the association to perform most of 
the construction work. The construction equipment needed to perform the 
work was identified by the association and Reclamation, and is listed 
according to its priority of need: 
Survey Equipment and computer 
Hydro Hoe 
Dump Truck 
,Compressor and Sandblasting Equipment 
Miscellaneous Equipment 
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G. Miscellaneous Vork 
To correct the slide problem on the access road to the outlet-works 
control house and other miscellaneous repairs that may be needed, it is 
proposed to include the following items in the R&B Program: 
1. Corrective action on slide area--It is proposed to widen the 
existing access road to the gate house at Hyrum Dam from approximately 8 
feet wide to 10 feet wide and replace the deteriorated retaining walls. 
Surface runoff would be controlled by installing a runoff collection 
ditch on the right-hand side of the road and a pipeline from the 
collection ditch to the diversion channel located below the access road. 
2. Miscellaneous repairs--This item would include, other 
may be identified during the specification design 
construction. Funds not expended as budgeted for other 
be available for these items. 
Cost of the R&B Vork 
repairs that 
or even during 
features would 
As can be seen in Table 111-1 the cost of the proposed R&B Program 
including contingencies, engineering and overhead, administrative costs, 
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and project cost increases, is $2,100,000. This cost estimate is based 
on October 1988 level costs, and projected cost increases reflect 
October 1990 price levels. 
Table 111-1 
Summary of Costs for Hyrum Project R&B Loan 
Item 
Rehabilitate intake structure and 
diversion facilities at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate the outlet works and 
gate house at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate spillway at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate selected conveyance facilities 
of the Hyrum Project 
Rehabilitate the pump-turbine unit at the 
head of the Yellsville Canal 
Miscellaneous repair work 
Subtotal 
Contingencies 
Field cost 
Overhead 
Subtotal 
Projected cost increases 
Construction cost 
Purchase Equipment 
Total Cost 
Rounded to 
25% 
33% 
4% 
Cost 
(dollars) 
368,500 
327,800 
73,535 
184,960 
77,550 
11,000 
1,043,345 
260,836 
1,304,181 
430,380 
1,734,560 
69,382 
1,401,786 
288,083 
2,092 , 023 
2,100,000 
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A detailed cost estimate showing quantities, unit costs, 
contingencies, overhead costs such as engineering and administrative 
costs, and projected cost increases of the total R&B Program is 
presented in Appendix D. 
The proposed schedule for completing the R&B Program is shown in 
Table 111-1. 
Alternatives to the Proposed Program 
In the course of the investigations into this report, alternatives 
to the proposed program were examined. These alternatives and the 
no-action alternative to the proposed program are listed below. 
Intake Structure and Diversion Channel 
No-Action Alternative--Reclamation has determined that a no-action 
alternative is unacceptable. This 
would be jeopardized and the economy of 
impacted by a failure of the intake. 
is because the safety of the dam 
the area would be seriously 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir--Yith this alternative the reservoir would be 
drained and the silt and debris around the intake structure would be 
removed and the intake structure extended, similar to the proposed 
program for the in~ake structure. At present the 18-inch diameter 
D~termination of Repayment Capability 
Cost Estimate 
Descision by Water Users 
Draft Environmental Assessment 
Draft R&B Report 
Draft Repayment Contract 
Final Env, ironmental Assessment 
Final R&B Report 
Request Permission to Negociate 
Congressional Approval (60-day) 
Sign Repayment Contract 
Shareholders Approval 
Fiscal Year 1989 Funds Become Available ($150,000) 
Award Design Contract 
Construction Begins 
Construction Finished 
TABLE III-1 
HYRUM PROJECT R&B PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
August 1988 
July 1989 
July 1989 
October 1992 
REPAYMENT 
CONTRACT 
October 1988 
Feburary 1989 
May 1989 
July 1989 
July 1989 
July 1989 
R&B 
REPORT 
August 1988 
Feburary 1989 
April 1989 
July 1989 
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ENVIRORMENTAL 
DOCUMENTS 
Feburary 1989 
April 1989 
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diversion valve is not large enough to drain the reservoir; therefore, a 
40-inch jet flow gate would have to be installed in order to drain the 
reservoir. Additionally the diversion channel would be enlarged to a 
capacity of 240 cfs and a plunge stilling basin constructed below the 
jet flow gate. This alternative was estimated to cost about the same as 
the proposed program. Therefore the economic analysis contained in 
Chapter IV would be the same if this alternative is chosen. This is a 
viable alternative and the NEPA compliance for this alternative is also 
included in the Environmental Section. 
An alternative to drain the reservoir could be very cost-effective 
(about $450,000 less than the proposed program), if the present drought 
in Northern Utah were to continue, through the 1989 water year. ~ith a 
continuing drought, the inflows into Hyrum Reservoir would be small 
enough so that the l8-inch diversion valve would have enough capacity to 
drain the reservoir. Therefore, a 40-inch jet flow gate, plunge basin 
stilling pool, and the diversion channel enlargement would not have to 
be completed. However, since long-range weather patterns cannot be 
accurately predicted, this alternative may not be viable. If the 
drought continues, this alternative would be selected as the preferred 
alternative, and the draining of the reservoir would be coordinated with 
the Division of ~ildlife Resources. NEPA compliance for alternatives 
involving draining the reservoir will be covered in Chapter V, 
"Environmental Considerations". 
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Extend the Intake Structure Horizontally--An alternative to 
horizontally extend the intake structure 200 feet into the reservoir 
basin was examined. This alternative was estimated to cost $400,000 
more than the proposed program and would offer only limited advantages 
to the proposed program. Therefore this alternative was eliminated from 
further consideration. 
Outlet Yorks and Gate House 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the items in the 
proposed program would lead to their failure. This failure would create 
the undesirable effects of compromising the safety of the facility and 
damaging the economy of the area. 
Selection of Protective Coating--Because of the corrosive 
environment created by the underwater exposure of the pipeline interior, 
the choice of protective coatings is limited. Coal-tar enamel is the 
coating originally applied to the interior of the outlet works pipelines 
~nd has been used successfully for over 50 years for the protection of 
submerged steel pipe. This enamel has proven especially appropriate for 
use on the interior of outlet pipes and is a long-life coating that is 
stable under conditions where water flows at high velocities, which is 
the case at Hyrum Dam. Coal-tar . coatings have provided effective, 
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economical, and long-life protection. For these reasons, it is proposed 
that the interior of the pipelines be recoated with coal-tar epoxy 
enamel. All metal parts that are exposed to sunlight are recommended to 
be ~epainted with a protective vinyl resin coating. 
Spillway 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the spillway would 
lead to its failure and most likely the entire facility. 
Conveyance Facilities 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued degradation of the conveyance 
facilites would lead to their failure and cause an extended interruption 
in the delivery of project water. 
Rehabilitate flume section--An alternative to rehabilitate the 
flume section on the Hyrum/Mendon Canal was examined. Although this 
alternative is less expensive than the proposed program to replace this 
flume with a inverted siphon, the association felt that their needs 
would best be served by replacing this flume because of lower 
maintenance costs and longer expected service life of the inverted 
siphon. 
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Replace flume section with earthfill--An alternative to replace the 
flume section on the Hyrum/Mendon Canal with earthfill was examined. 
This alternative is estimated to cost about $10,000 less than the 
proposed inverted siphon. This alternative will be selected if in the 
design process it is found to be feasible. 
Remove and replace bench flume--one of the alternatives considered 
for the rehabilitation of the bench flume downstream from the outlet 
works at Hyrum Dam was to remove and replace the existing 
alternative was eliminated because of the high costs 
completing this alternative. 
flume. This 
involved in 
Coat existing bench flume--another alternative considered for the 
rehabilitation of the bench flume was to coat the existing flume with 3 
inches of concrete. This alternative was less expensive than replacing 
the flume but considerably more expensive than the proposed program of 
chipping and sealing the cracks in the existing flume. Also, the 
association would not agree to include this item, because they felt that 
the coating would deteriorate in a short time. Therefore, it is 
recommended to chip and seal the cracks in the flume. 
Pump-Turbine plant repairs 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the pump-turbine 
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plant would lead to its failure and cause an extended interruption in 
the delivery of project water to a large portion of the project lands. 
Miscellaneous-access road widening 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the access road to 
the gate house would lead to its failure and cause a loss of vehicle 
access to the gate house and possibly a failure in the foundation of the 
gate house itself. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINANCIAL AND REPAYMENT ANALYSIS 
General 
The association would repay the R&B loan, without interest, at a 
rate based on its ability to pay. After providing for its present and 
projected obligations for operation, maintenance, and replacement 
(OM&R); reserve funds; and existing loans, the association would be 
required to repay an amount equal to 100 percent of their remaining 
repayment ability. Repayment of the obligation would begin when the 
major portion of construction is completed, estimated to be in 1992. 
Association's Present Financial Condition 
The association is in stable financial condition. All financial 
obligations are current. To ensure its continuing ability to meet 
current repayment obligations as well as those under the proposed R&B 
Program, the association is willing to assess the water users as 
necessary. 
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Information abstracted from the most recently available balance 
sheet of the association shows its financial condition at the close of 
its fiscal year, December 31, 1987 (see Table IV-I). 
Table IV-l 
South Cache Yater Users Association assets * 
Assets 
Current assets 
Cash 
Emergency reserve fund 
Fixed assets 
Total assets 
Liabilities and stockholders equity 
Long-term debt 
Stockholders equity 
Total liabilities and stockholders equity 
$48,057 
30,000 
1,081,217 
$1,159,273 
66,057 
1,093,217 
$1,159,273 
* Annual financial statement, December 31, 1987. Values do not in-
clude assets, liabilities, and equity of the irrigation companies 
or conservation districts involved in the project. 
Current assets are primarily held "in cash and an emergency 
reserve account. Fixed assets are associated with irrigation structures 
and related facilities. Stockholders equity is made up of common stock, 
paid-in capital, and retained earnings. Current liabilities consist 
primarily of accounts payable, accrued wages payable, and taxes payable. 
Long-term debt consists of two obligations to Reclamation. The terms of 
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these loans are explained in more detail under "Existing Contract 
Obligations" below. 
Repayment History 
The Hyrum Project was approved by the President on November 6, 
1935. The project was initiated under provisions of the National 
Industrial Recovery Act of 1933, and an allotment of funds for 
construction was made on August 19, 1933. Construction was initiated on 
Hyrum Dam on March 26, 1934, and the project has been in operation since 
1935. The final payment of the original construction loan was made 
December, 1988. 
Association Income 
Repayment of the R&B loan would come from all available sources 
of income through irrigation water assessments and account charge 
revenues. Financial obligations for OM&R, reserve funds, and payment 
for existing loan obligations, would be subtracted from the total 
revenue. The remaining revenue would be available to pay for the R&B 
loan. Each specific source of revenue that is included in the total 
revenue will be discussed in the following sections. 
Part of the association's income is derived from annual 
assessments against .three irrigation companies/conservation districts. 
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These organizations receive from the association all or part of their 
water supply, which is conveyed through project facilities. 
Irrigation Payment Capacity 
Irrigation payment capacity was computed from farm budgets 
determined to be representative of the area. These budgets account for 
farm type and irrigation method. The farm budget analysis determined 
the return to water on a per acre basis, assuming a full water 'supply. 
The amount of total payment capacity was determined by the dollar amount 
per acre ($14.30) mUltiplied by the acreage of the benefited area served 
by each irrigation company. Payment capacity per acre is shown in Table 
IV-2. 
The total payment capacity for the Hyrum area is estimated to be 
$97,200, based on a total benefited area of 6,800 acres multiplied by 
$14.30 per acre. This amount would be available to pay for project OM&R 
plus an payments into the emergency reserve fund. All existing 
obligations for loans which the various irrigation companies have must 
also be paid out of the total payment capacity, and all remaining 
payment capacity will be used to repay the proposed R&B project loan. 
Farm budget data were obtained from 1987 surveys from farmers 
within the project area and from farmers' agricultural supply and 
support service businesses. Farm size and type were determined from 
surveys and secondary census data applicable to the project area. The 
farm budget . an~lysis was based on two farm types: cash crops and dairy 
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Table IV-2 
Irrigation Payment Capacity 
Item Cash-Crop Area Dairy Area Total 
Farm type (%) 65% 35% 
Acreage (%) 72% 28% 
Acreage 225 4896 165 1904 6800 
Weights: No. of farms 89 38 
Weighted farm size 200 
Water req. (af/ac) 2.06 2.06 2.06 2.06 
Water required (af) 463 10085 339 3922 14008 
Cow herd size 0 0 75 865 
Investment 271,513 5,908,123 544,595 6,284,627 12,192,750 
Land 88,845 1,933,267 64,785 747,619 2,680,886 
Improvements 24,508 533,294 148,292 1,711,290 2,244,584 
Machinery & equipment 158,160 3,441,562 238,375 2,750,848 6,192,410 
Livestock 0 0 93,143 1,074,870 1,074,870 
Gross income 60,048 1,306,644 167,601 1,934,116 3,240,760 
Total expense 41,530 903,693 123,554 1,425,813 2,329,506 
Net farm income 18,518 402,951 44,047 508,303 911,254 
Return to equity 7,301 158,870 14,792 170,700 329,570 
Return to management 1,852 40,300 4,405 50,834 91,134 
Return to labor 9,473 206,132 16,428 189,579 395,711 
Return to family 18,626 405,302 35,624 411,101 816,403 
Payment capacity 0 0 8,423 97,200 97,200 
Payment capacity 
(per acre) 0.00 0.00 51.05 51.05 14.29 
Rounded $14.30 
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with cash crops. Budgets were prepared for each farm type. Dairy 
enterprises are found on 24 percent of the acreage. Farms without 
livestock raise crops that are sold to dairy farms in the immediate 
area. Major crops grown in the area include alfalfa hay, feed barley, 
corn silage, and pasture. 
Prices paid and prices received by farmers, used in the 
agricultural economic analysis (Appendix B), were current normalized 
prices through 1986. The methodology for arriving at these prices was 
based on an average of the 3 years most typical of the past 5 years. 
Prices paid by farmers were derived from local sources and applicable 
secondary sources. 
Existing and Projected Obligations 
As mentioned previously under Association Income, all financial 
obligations that would affect the association's ability to repay the R&B 
loan have been accounted for, including the financial capability of the 
irrigation companies from which the association would obtain part of its 
revenue. 
The obligations referred to above consist of (1) annual OM&R 
expenses which confront both the association and the three irrigation 
companies, (2) annual accumulation of reserve funds needed for potential 
and unforeseen emergency repairs, 'and (3) annual payment extending into 
the future as required by existing contracts. Each specific obligation 
that would ~f{~ct repayment ability is discussed below. 
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Irrigation OMR Costs 
Annual irrigation OM&R costs for the association were prepared 
according to Reclamation Instructions" Series 150, Part 153. Using 
this procedure the OM&R costs for the Hyrum Project were estimated to be 
$60,800. This estimated cost compares with the The association's 
historical OM&R costs of $48,300 for the 1978-1987 period and $62,900 
for the 1983-1987 period. All of the above OM&R costs include a payment 
of $6,000/year into an emergency reserve fund, which is the amount that 
was established in an existing emergency loan contract with the 
association. It is felt that OM&R expenditures of 60,800/year are 
adequate to maintain the facilities of the association once the R&B 
project is completed. Estimated and historical OM&R costs for the 
irrigation companies that receive project water, compared very favorably 
with historical OM&R costs and it is felt that irrigation company 
facilities are maintained at an adequate level. Therefore, historical 
OM&R costs were used for the irrigation companies. The OM&R costs for 
each irrigation company and the association, used in the repayment 
analysis are shown in Table IV-3. 
Hyrum Irrigation Company 
Wellsville City 
Table IV-3 
Annual OM&R costs 
(Unit--dollars) 
Wellsville-Mendon Conservation District 
Subtotal Irrigation Company OM&R 
South Cache Water Users OM&R 
Annual Emergency Reserve Fund Contribution 
Subtotal South Cache Water Users OM&R 
Total OM&R Costs 
Reserve Fund for OM&R 
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$21,000 
8,000 
33,000 
62,000 
54,800 
6,000 
60,800 
122,800 
Normally, the repayment contract would require the association 
to establish an emergency fund equal to 1 year's OM&R costs to be used 
for unusual and unexpected expenses. These funds would be built up over 
a la-year period unless emergencies occur during the 10-year buildup 
period. However, as previously mentioned, the association already has 
an adequate reserve fund established in accordance with the requirements 
of an existing emergency loan contract. Therefore, no additional 
reserve fund payments will be required for the R&B loan. 
Existing Contract Obligations 
Existing loans ' of the association and the irrigation companies 
mu~t be acco~nted for in determining repayment of the proposed R&B loan. 
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In December, 1988 the association retired the original repayment 
contract Ilr-745 and emergency loan 6-05-01-00074. The association is 
currently paying on an one other emergency loan 2-07-40-L3015 and a 
prev~ous R&B Loan 6-05-01-00075. Table IV-4 shows the schedule of the 
remaining payments to be made by the association on the two loans. None 
of the irrigation companies have any outstanding obligations. 
Emergency Loan 
2-07-04-L3015 
Year Payment 
1989 7,500 
1990 7,500 
1991 7,500 
1992 7,500 
1993 7,500 
1994 7,500 
1995 7,500 
1996 7,500 
1997 7,500 
1998 28,930 
1999 20,740 
Table IV-4 
Repayment Schedule for 
Existing Obligations 
Emergency Loan R&B Loan 
2-07-04-L3015 6-05-01-00075 
Balance Payment 
109,670 25,196 
102,170 25,196 
94,670 25,196 
87,170 25,196 
79,670 25,196 
72,170 25,196 
64,670 25,196 
57,170 25,196 
49,670 25,196 
20,740 3,766 
0 
R&B Loan 
6-05-01-00075 
Balance 
205,334 
180,138 
154,942 
129,746 
104,550 
79,364 
54,158 
28,962 
3,766 
0 
Total 
Loan 
Payment 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
32,696 
20,740 
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Repayment Ability 
The association, after providing for all its present and 
projected obligations for OM&R, reserve funds, and existing obligations, 
would be required to repay an amount equal to 100 percent of its 
remaining payment capacity. However, as shown in Table IV-S, the 
association has no amortization capacity available to repay the R&B 
loan. Also, it has no authority to assess ad valorem tax to apply 
toward loan repayment. 
Table IV-S 
South Cache ~ater Users R&B loan repayment ability 
Existing obligations 
Association OM&R 
Reserve fund contribution 
Contract obligations 
Irrigation company OM&R 
Total OM&R and obligations 
Income 
Total irrigation payment capacity 
Existing Assessments above payment capacity 
Total income 
Irrigation amortization capacity 
$55,200 
5,600 
32,696 
62,000 
155,496 
97,200 
58,296 
155,496 
$ 0 
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Account Charge Revenue 
The purpose of an account charge is to reduce the Federal 
subsidy of noncommercial irrigation water service to small individual 
ownerships. All individual ownerships receiving benefit from the 
project, regardless of size, are subject to an account charge in 
addition to the regular water charge. The account charge is calculated 
as the amount necessary to amortize, with interest, the full 
construction cost for irrigation for 1 acre over the project repayment 
period. The amount derived from the account charge is added to the 
amortization capacity available from project water charges to establish 
total annual repayment. An adjustment to the per-acre payment capacity 
value is needed to ensure that full-time family farm operators are not 
charged more than their ability to pay. 
In accordance with Reclamation policy, an account charge of 
$30.00 was computed for the repayment of the R&B loan. However, this 
account charge is not adequate to meet the subsidy factor as will be 
discussed further in the "Subsidy Factor" section. Additionally, the 
account charge can be negotiated in the repayment contract. The 
agricultural water rate structure would be made up of a charge per 
individual customer, or account charge, plus the charge for water 
conveyed through project facilities. 
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The interest rate used in the account charge computation is the 
fiscal year 1988 Small Reclamation Project Act rate, rounded to the 
nearest one-eighth percent or 9.375 percent. The determination of the 
account charge is shown in Table IV-6. 
Loan amount 
Table IV-6 
Determination of account charge 
Total project cost 
Project acres 
Federal investment cost per acre 
Annual cost (Federal investment) 
$2,100,000 
$2,100,000 
6,800 
$308.82 
$308.82 per acre amortized at 9.375 percent for 40 yrs. 29.74 
Account charge (rounded) $30.00 
Yillingness to Pay 
The association is willing to assess the water users for the 
amount necessary to repay the R&B loan. In addition to the $30.00 
account charge, the association is willing to charge an additional 
account charge of $3.00. This $3.00 charge is necessary in order to 
keep the subsidy factor below 67%. 
Table IV-7 shows the South Cache Yater Users R&B loan repayment 
ability with account charge, appropriate adjustments to the per-acre 
payment capacity, and the associations willingness to assess an 
additional $3.00 account charge. 
Income 
Table IV-7 
South Cache Yater Users 
R&B loan repayment ability with account charge 
and willingness to pay * 
Payment capacity per acre 
Adjustment for account charge to full-time farm 
($30.00 per account divided by 200 acres per farm) 
Adjusted payment capacity 
Payment capacity before account charge adjustment 
Adjusted payment capacity (6,800 acres times 0.15) 
Account charge (1,550 accounts x $30.00 per account) 
Irrigation income 
Assessment exceeding current irrigation payment cap. 
Yillingness to pay (1550 accounts x $3.00) 
Total irrigation income 
OM&R and existing obligations 
Association OM&R 
Reserve fund contribution 
Contract obligations 
Irrigation company OM&R 
Total OM&R and obligations 
Irrigation amortization capacity 
* Figures rounded. 
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$14.30 
0.15 
$97,200.00 
-1,000.00 
46,500.00 
$142,700.00 
59,296.00 
4,650.00 
206,646.00 
$55,200.00 
5,600.00 
32,696.00 
62,000.00 
$155,496.00 
$ 51,150.00 
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Table IV-8 shows the repayment schedule for the required loan. 
Reclamation law does not require interest payments on expenditures for 
irrigation features. 
Subsidy Factor 
The subsidy factor, under current policy guidelines adopted by the 
Secretary of the Interior for granting a Federal loan under the 
Rehabilitation and Betterment Act, should not exceed 67 percent. The 
subsidy factor for the Hyrum R&B program is 66.0 percent. This figure 
is calculated by subtracting the present worth of annual payments from 
the present worth of Federal funds and dividing the remainder by the 
present worth of the total project cost, as shown below: 
Subsidy factor ($2,100,000 - $713,273)1 $2,100,000 66.0 percent 
The present worth of the annual payments is based on converting 
each total annual payment to a present worth (Table IV-8). The interest 
rate used to capitalize the annual payment is 8.625 percent. 
Existfng 
Contract 
Obliga-
Year tions 
1993 32,696 
1994 32,696 
1995 32,696 
1996 32,696 
1997 32,696 
1998 32,696 
1999 20,740 
2000 0 
2001 0 
2002 0 
2003 0 
2004 0 
2005 0 
2006 0 
2007 0 
2008 0 
2009 0 
2010 0 
2011 0 
2012 0 
2013 0 
2014 0 
2015 0 
2016 0 
2017 0 
2018 0 
2019 0 
2020 0 
TOTAL 
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Table IV-8 
South Cache ~ater Users Association 
Repayment schedule of R&B loan 
R&B Loan 
Available Account ~illing-
Repayment Charge ness to Total Loan 
Funds Funds pay Payment Balance 
2,100,000 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 2,048,850 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 1,997,700 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 1,946,550 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 1,895,400 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 1,844,250 
0 46,500 4,650 51,150 1,793,100 
11,956 46,500 4,650 63,106 1,729,994 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,646,148 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,562,302 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,478,456 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,394,610 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,310,764 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,226,918 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,143,072 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 1,059,226 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 975,380 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 891,534 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 807,688 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 723,842 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 639,996 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 556,150 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 472,304 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 388,458 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 304,612 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 220,766 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 136,920 
32,696 46,500 4,650 83,846 53,074 
32,696 20,378 0 53,074 0 
2,100,000 
Present 
Value 
of Total 
Payments 
@ 8.625% 
47,089 
43,350 
39,908 
36,739 
33,822 
31,136 
35,364 
43,256 
39,821 
36,659 
33,749 
31,069 
28,602 
26,331 
24,240 
22,315 
20,544 
18,912 
17,411 
16,028 
14,756 
13,584 
12,505 
11,512 
10,598 
9,757 
8,982 
5,234 
713,273 
CHAPTER V 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
NEPA Compliance 
The Hyrum Project R&B Program is excluded from the usual provisions 
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The project calls for 
repair of existing facilities without a change of location or function. 
In accordance with Section 516 DM6 9.4,E1 of NEPA, a categorical exclu-
sion checklist has been prepared and is presented in Appendix E. 
Environmental Impacts of Proposal 
The environmental impacts of the rehabilitation work of the intake 
structure, the outlet works and control house, spillway, conveyance 
facilities, pump-turbine plant, and miscellaneous work of the Hyrum 
Project are discussed below. 
Intake Structure Rehabilitation 
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Proposed Plan--Environmental impacts of the proposal will include 
short term water quality impacts within the reservoir and a minor amount 
of vegetative impact immediately below the dam. The rehabilitation of 
the intake structure would require that about 350 cubic yards of silt be 
removed from around the structure under water. In order to protect the 
intake structure from damage, trenches would be excavated 5 to 10 feet 
from the structure and the silt material lifted from the bottom of the 
reservoir via a barge-mounted clamshell to a holding barge that would be 
moved to shore where the material would be transported by truck to a 
commercial landfill site. Yhen the trenches are completed, high 
pressure water jets would be used to move the silt material adjacent to 
the intake structure into the trenches. This would completely expose 
the structure so that it could be made ready to accept a prefabricated 
intake structure extension. The underwater work would be done under a 
Nationwide 404 Permit for categorical exclusions. After consultation 
with the state it would not be necessary to obtain a turbidity waiver. 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir--Yith this alternative the reservoir would be 
drained and the silt and debris around the intake structure would be 
removed and the intake structure extended, similar to the proposed 
program for the intake structure. At present the l8-inch diameter 
diversion valve is not large enough to drain the reservoir; therefore, a 
40-inch jet flow gate would have to be installed in order to drain the 
reservoir. Additionally the diversion channel would be enlarged to a 
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capacity of 240 cfs and a plunge stilling basin constructed below the 
jet flow gate. 
An additional alternative to drain the reservoir could be used, if 
the present drought in Northern Utah were to continue, through the 1989 
water year. Yith a continuing drought, the inflows into Hyrum Reservoir 
would be small enough so that the 18-inch diversion valve would have 
enough capacity to drain the reservoir. Therefore, a 40-inch jet flow 
gate, plunge basin stilling pool, and the diversion channel enlargement 
would not have to be installed. 
Environmental impacts of these proposals would include the destruction 
of the existing fishery in the reservoir and a small or minor amount of 
vegetative impact immediately below the dam. The- Utah Division of 
Yildlife Resources has been contacted about the possiblilty of draining 
the reservoir and they indicated that it may be beneficial to drain the~ 
reservoir if the draining is closely coordinated with their division. 
Diversion Channel 
Proposed Plan--A small diversion channel leading from the outlet 
works to the Little Bear River would be rehabilitated by deepening to 
the original depth and rearmoring the channel with riprap obtained from 
commercial sources. It is estimated that approximately 1,600 cubic 
yards of material would be removed from the channel in selected 
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locations. Natural vegetation within the channel would be removed 
during the construction operation. This vegetation consists of grasses, 
forbs, and a few low growing shrubs. The total length of the channel is 
about 2,500 feet and the top width of the channel is about 8 feet. If 
the entire channel were cleared, less than half an acre would be 
affected. It is estimated that less than 0.2 acres would be cleared 
during the operation. 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir-- The vegetative impacts caused by the 
enlarging the diversion channel would be fairly minor would include the 
removal of 3.0 acres of grasses, forbs, low growing shrubs, and one 
tree. The channel would be approximately 50.0 feet wide and 6.0 feet 
deep and would be lined with riprap in selected locations. 
Outlet Vorks and Control House 
There would be no adverse environmental impact associated with the 
rehabilitation of the outlet works and the outlet works control house. 
Sandblasting would be accomplished in-the-dry and since the sandblasted 
paint is a non-lead based paint only a simple clean-up procedure would 
be required. Re-painting would be done with enamel paints. 
Spillway Rehabilitation 
Sandblasting, repainting, and sealing the spillway chute with a 
polysulfid~ or polyurethane sealant would no have adverse environmental 
. ) 
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impacts. Again, the work would be done in-the-dry and only normal 
cleanup procedures would be required after the work is complete. No 
lead based paint would be removed or used in the rehabilitation. 
Conveyance Facility Rehabilitation 
The repair of a flume structure and the lining of about 5000 feet 
of the Yellsville/Mendon Canal would have no adverse environmental 
effects. The clay to be used for the lining would be obtained from a 
commercial source. Replacing the existing 110-foot-Iong metal flume on 
the Hyrun/Mendon canal with a buried 54-inch diameter siphon would have 
a temporary impact on vegetation below the flume; however, the contract 
would require revegetation of the area when complete. 
The use of epoxy mortar or polysulfide sealant in the concrete bench 
flume downstream of the outlet works would be completed in-the-dry and 
would have no adverse environmental effect on water quality or aquatic 
life. 
Pump-Turbine Plant Rehabilitation 
The rebuilding of the pump-turbine unit, repair of leaks in the 
piping and pump head box and miscellaneous work such as rewiring the 
electrical system and replacement of door, would have no adverse 
environmental impact., All of the work would be completed within 
existing structures using existing access. 
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Miscellaneous Rehabilitation 
The 8-foot-wide access road to the Hyrum Dam gate house would be 
widened to about 10 feet and a runoff collection ditch installed. The 
cut-and-fill road has progressively slumped for a number of years from 
runoff. The retaining walls below the road on the fill sections are in 
need of replacement. The access road is approximately 500 feet in 
length; therefore, about .05 acres of upland vegetation would be removed 
by the action. The environmental impact of the action would be 
insignificant considering the amount of upland habitat in the 
surrounding area. 
Endangered Species 
No endangered plant species are known to exist in any of the areas 
that will be impacted by the proposed R&B Program. Likewise, no 
endangered fauna are known to exist in the area of the proposed R&B 
project. 
Archaeological and Historical Requirements 
AJ.I of the proposed work would be accomplished within existing 
structures or within the reservoir basin on previously disturbed areas 
with the exception of the roadway repair and improvement. The roadway 
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and the diversion channel will have a Class III cultural resource survey 
completed before the final Rehabilitation and Betterment Program Report 
is completed and an assessment would be made on the possiblilty of 
inclusion of the structure on the State Historical Register since it is 
over 50 years old. 
.. 
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APPENDIX A t . 
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH CACHE VATER USERS ASSOCIATION 
U. S. RECLAMATION PROJECT 
SOUTH CACHE WATER USERS ASSOCIATION 
WELLSVILLE, .UTAH 84339 
RESOLUTION 
U30'88 
Oat. 
WHEREAS, the South Cache Water tisers Association operates, inta1ns, 
a'~d is making payments ·fo.r the construction of the Hyrum Res ~fff88§n'ft-&-­
ReI ate d W 0 r k s as . est a b lis he dun d e r the pro vis ion s 0 f the Nat' oa~fJ aAf'd ----
Industrial Recovery Act 'of June 16, 1933, Public No. 67, 73d Congress~ 
WHEREAS, Engineers of the Bureau of Reclamation has determined and 
identified certain repairs and maintenance as identified in their 
Chapter III, PROPOSED PROGRAMS; 1) Correction of Silt Problems at 
Outletworks, 2) Outlet Works and Gatehouse, 3) Spillway Repairs, 4) 
Conveyance Facilities, 5) Pumps/Turbine Plant Repairs and 5) Miscell-
aneous Work. 
WHER!AS, The Board of Directors of the South Cache Water Users Assoc-
iation unanimo~sly voted to delete items number 3, and 7, listed in the 
Outlet Works and Gatehouse section, page 2. 
WHEREAS, Tne Board of Directors of the South Cache Water ~ers Assoc-
iation desire to have the Federal Government Schedule all of these 
repairs at a dollar rate less than that the Bureau of Reclamation 
people believe acceptable. 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Soeth Cache Water Users Assoc-
is willing to enter into a Rehabilitation and Betterment Loan with the 
Federal Government to replace and rehabilitate portions and features of 
the Project as needed. The Association agrees to negotiate a repayment 
contract with the Bureau of Reclamation to repay all of the costs 
associated with the loan. 
CERTIFICATION 
It Donald P. Leishman, Secretary-Treasurer of the South Cache Water 
Association hereby Certify the above resolution is a true and correct 
copy of information adopted in a motion at a regular Board meeting held 
16 August 1988. 
Donald P. Leishman-Secr~~ 
There are (9) members o f th e Board of Directors and (9) were present 
at this meeting 
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APPENDIX B 
FINANCIAL AND REPAYMENT 
APPENDIX B 
FARM BUDGET DATA 
Need for Repayment Analysis 
Federal law and Bureau of Reclamation policy mandates that the 
water users entity is required to first, fulfill its present obligations 
and second, utilize 100 percent of its remaining repayment capability to 
meet its RB repayment obligations. 
The irrigation payment capacity of the water users entity is 
estimated based on standard methods of analysis in accordance with 
current Bureau of Reclamation procedures. The farm budget method of 
analysis was used to determine the irrigators payment capacity. The 
farms budgeted are typical of the area and represent full-time, 
average-sized family operations, under average managerial conditions 
existing in the area. 
Source of Data 
The primary data used in the irrigation payment capacity analysis 
were obtained from surveys conducted in the project area in the summer 
of 1987. The data from the survey were summarized and the results were 
used in creating the farm budgets used in this analysis. Local, State, 
and Federal agencies, along with local agri-businessmen, provirlerl 11.~pF,,J 
insight into the budget formulation. 
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Prices 
P"rices received 
In the farm budget analysis, it is necessary to project prices 
received and paid by farmers for the period of analysis. Prices 
received by farmers were normalized based on an average of the 3 years 
most typical of the last 5 years. A summary of prices received is shown 
in Table B-1. 
Crop 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Straw 
Corn grain 
Calves 
Cows 
Milk 
Prices paid 
Table B-1 
Prices received by farmers, 1986 
Price 
$ 67.83 
2.35 
30.00 
3.02 
61.57 
35.97 
12.60 
Unit 
ton 
bushel 
ton 
bushel 
cwt 
cwt 
cwt 
Prices paid by farmers were derived from local suppliers and 
secondary sources, particularly Department of Agriculture publi-
cations. The methodology for arriving at these prices was based on an 
average of the 3 years most typical of the past 5 years for all prices 
and cost items that fluctuate and current price for items that have 
trended upward over past several years. 
Farm Sizes and Type 
Farm sizes used in the repayment budgets reflect farm sizes 
similar to those found in _~cent farm surveys and verifjed with local 
sources and 1982 Census of Agricul ture. Two farm tvpP~. d;l.i ry/ci1<::h-r, or 
and cash-crop~ only, are predominant throughout the Hyrum Project al ~ a. 
Alfalfa hay, feed barley, corn silage, and pasture are the major crops 
grown in the area. 
Crop Yields 
Crop yields projected for use in the farm budget analysis were 
based on data collected in the farm management survey. These yields 
were compared with available secondary sources, then reviewed by 
agricultural .leaders in the area and by Reclamation personnel. 
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Yields were based on a composite of all irrigable land classes. 
Yields used are consistent with fertilizer applications, insect control 
programs, and crop rotation anticipated in the area. Table B-2 shows 
the yields that were utilized in the analysis. 
, ' 
Crop 
Alfalfa hay 
Barley 
Straw 
Corn silage 
Milk 
Table B-2 
Crop yields 
Yield 
4.7 
95.0 
1.0 
20.0 
150.0 
Land Values 
Unit 
ton 
bushel 
ton 
ton 
cwt 
Land values used in the farm budgets are based on the 
agricultural productive value as dry-tillable land plus the cost of 
developing the on farm irrigation system. The agricultural productive 
value of dry-tillable land is determined by the specific county in which 
the land is located. Development costs consist of land leveling and 
ditching, or the installation of a sprinkler system required to properly 
irrigate the land. Brush clearing costs are not included with 
development costs because they are included in the land values without 
irrigation. 
Land Development Costs 
Land development costs are the costs necessary to properly 
distribute water on the land. These development operations are usually 
performed by the operator or under his direction and consist of land 
leveling and/or establishing the farm distribution system. 
LAnd leveling i~ requirerl fnr th~ even ~rrlir~t;on of w~tpr on 
land that is-·flood irrigated. Estimates are baseu 011 all avelage 01 JUU 
cubic yards of earth being moved per acre. It is estimated that, at 
$0.70 per cubic yard, leveling costs are $210 per acre. 
The farm distribution system for the flood irrigated land 
consists of farm ditches, wasteways, and accompanying structures. The 
cost of structu~es for flood irrigation was estimated at $66 per acre. 
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Taxation 
The assessed valuation and mill levy rates used in the farm 
budgets were from data provided by the Assessors and Treasurers Offices 
of Cache County. The assessed land value for the Hyrum area is $295 per 
acre and the tax rate is 0.13131. 
Farm Indebtedness 
Secondary sources were used for projected farm indebtedness 
under project conditions. An indebtedness of 9.9 percent with an 
interest rate of 9.0 percent was used for land and improvements while an 
indebtedness of 28.8 percent with an interest rate of 11.9 percent was 
used for equipment and livestock in this analysis. 
Farm Buildings and Improvements 
Investments in farm buildings and other improvements were 
determined from information gathered in the farm survey, field 
observations, and secondary sources. Field observations and farm 
surveys revealed a wide variety in the number, size, age, and use of 
buildings and improvements. Variations were almost as great within a 
certain farm type as they were between different types. Because of 
variations that do exist, farm survey results are used only as a guide 
to farm types and number of livestock per farm. The farm budget 
analysis included. those buildings and improvements necessary to 
successfully operate as suggested by studies from western colleges and 
Department of Agriculture publications. Prices for these investment 
items were obtained from local suppliers as well as other local informed 
persons. Table B-3 shows the type of improvements projected and 
includes estimated costs, useful life in years, annual depreciation, and 
repair costs. 
Average annual repairs of buildings and improvements were 
estimated as 2 percent of the original costs. Annual depreciation was 
based on a 9 percent sinking fund factor for the useful life of the item 
applied to the original cost. Depreciation of most buildings w~~ hasprl 
on a reasonable e~pected useful life. Fire insurance was estimated at 
$5 per thousand dol~ars of value. 
Table 8-3 
Hyrum buildings and improve.ents 
ori~inal AnnuAl Annual depreciation 
Original cos less Inventory RepAirs Years Insurance 
Item Capacity cost salvage value value Rate AIIount Life AIIount Factor AIIount 
.Shop . + Imp shed 40X60 18,000.00 
cash-crof farm iaprove.ents 
360.00 SO 22.14 .005 90.00 18,000.00 0,800.00 .02 
,Steel granary 1,200 au 1,054.00 1,054.00 632.40 .02 21.08 30 1.14 0.000 0.00 
40X6od 
Dairy far. imgrove.ents 
Shop + Imp shed 18,000.00 18,000.00 10,800. 0 .02 360.00 SO 22.14 .005 90.00 
Steel granar.y 1,2~g 8U 1,054.00 1,054.00 632.40 .02 21.08 30 1.14 0.000 0.00 Dairv corrals/shed HD 31,515.00 37,515.00 22,545.00 .02 151.50 40 111.22 .005 181.88 
Milking parlor 52,000.00 52,000.00 31,200.00 .02 1,040.00 SO 63.96 .005 260.00 
Calf housing 21,330.00 12,198.00 .02 426.60 SO 26.24 .005 106.65 
Silage bunker 500 TON 12,000.00 12,000.00 7,200.00 .02 240.00 20 234.60 0.000 0.00 
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Fencing Cost, Depreciation, and Repair 
The amount and cost of fencing required per farm varied greatly 
from farm to farm. Farm size, shape, type, and patterns of land U3e are 
some of the variables causing this condition. Fencing costs for the 
various farm budgets are shown in Table B-4. Amounts are based on fence 
requirements for irrigated acreage. All fencing amounts and costs are 
added together and distributed to a cost per irrigated acre to 
accommodate the computer budget program. 
Cash crop 
Dairy 
Acres 
of land 
per farm 
225 
165 
Table B-4 
Fencing costs 
Rods of fence 
required 
per acre 
of land 
3.00 
4.75 
Total cost 
per acre 
$24.24 
$38.38 
Fencing costs are based on a 4-strand barbed wire fence at a 
cost of $8.08 per rod. Annual fence repairs were estimated at 5.0 
percent of the original cost, and depreciation was computed using a 9 
percent sinking fund factor for 20 years of useful life. 
Labor Requirements 
Labor requirements for crops and livestock were adapted from 
primary and secondary data and adjusted to local conditions. 
Crop Labor Requirements 
Estimates of l(1hor reC'1l1iremE'nt~ 11sen in thi~ r\n(11v~i~ ~re h:1~prl 
on secondary~ information and adjusted to reflect project conditions. 
These labor requirements are based on the use of tractor- drawn 
equipment and average managerial ability of the operator. Studies made 
by various agricultural experiment stations and Federal agencies have 
been utilized. The time required per acre for the field operations used 
in crop production was based on the following formula: 
Ac/hr speed(mph) * implement width (ft) * 5280 * field eff.(%)/ 43,560 
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Table B-5 shows the man- and tractor-hours needed per acre for 
each crop depending on irrigation type. 
Tablp. B-5 
Han and tractor labor requirements 
Crop Man-hours Tractor-hours 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Corn silage 
Straw 
Alfalfa Est. 
Rot. Pasture 
7.50 
4.26 
6.77 
1.61 
4 . 42 
.. . 97 
Livestock Labor Requirements 
5.70 
2.15 
3.77 
1.61 
2.31 
0.57 
Labor requirements for the care of livestock were developed from 
data in various publications by colleges and universities and private, 
State, and Federal agencies. These data were adjusted to the project 
area assuming average management, work efficiency, and use of typical 
facilities and equipment. Table B-6 shows the annual requirements per 
animal unit of man- and tractor-hours and the distribution of this 
labor. 
Table B-6 
Livestock labor requirements 
Livestock 
Dairy cows 
York 
units/head 
Head Han Tractor 
75 53 5.3 
Har Apr -May Jun Jul 
358 318 318 318 318 
Total 
T,%rk units 
Man Tractor 
3,975 397.5 
Aug 
318 318 318 
Jan Feb 
358 358 
Nov 
318 358 
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Dairy labor requirements are for a typical dairy operation 
featuring loose housing and a walk-through parlor with a pipeline and 
bulk milk tank. Corrals are hard surfaced and forages are fed in open 
mangers, while concentrates are fed in the stall during milking. 
Labor estimates for the beef enterprise are based on a 
combination of range and irrigated farm conditions. 
Miscellaneous Labor Requirements 
Miscellaneous labor requirements are for items not directly 
associated with each crop and livestock enterprise such as fence repair, 
hauling manure, and farmstead maintenance. Labor requirements for these 
items are listed in Table B-7. 
Table B-7 
Miscellaneous labor summary 
Distribution of miscellaneous man work units (Cash crop farm labor) 
Jan 
17.5 
Feb 
32.8 
Total Misc. 
work units 
(Cash Crop) 
Man Tractor 
310 196 
Mar 
30.6 
Apr 
6.6 
May Jun 
4.4 2.2 
Jul 
2.2 
Aug 
6.6 
Sep 
21.8 
Oct 
45.9 
Nov 
32.8 
Distribution of miscellaneous man work units (Dairy farm labor) 
Jan Feb Mar 
74.5 119.2 126.6 
Total Misc. 
work units 
(Dairy farm) 
Man Tractor 
745 219 
-. 
Apr 
22.3 
May 
22.3 
Jun 
14.9 
Jul 
14.9 
Aug 
14.9 
Sep Oct Nov 
44.7 126.6 104.3 
Dec 
15.3 
Dec 
59.6 
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Available Farm Family Labor 
To distribute the available labor throughout the year, it is 
assumed that the farm operator will work a maximum of 240 hours per 
month from Hay to September and 200 hours per month from October to 
April. Maximum labor available from the rest of the family is assumed 
to be 80 hours per month from June to August, 50 hours per month in May 
and September, and a hours per month from October to April. Labor 
requirements exceeding that available from the farm family will be -
filled by hiring. 
Farm Machinery and Equipment 
Farm ownership of machinery and equipment generally includes 
those items necessary to efficiently perform each farm operation. Grain 
drills, grain combines, corn planters, corn choppers, and cultivators 
are exceptions. Farmers may either own these items individually, in 
partnership, or custom hire their operation. 
Purchase prices of machinery reflect equipment types and sizes 
commonly used in the project area. A list of the machinery used in the 
farm budgets, their purchase price, inventory value, cost of annual 
repairs, and annual depreciation is shown in Table B-8. 
Automobile and Truck Use and Operating Costs 
Farmers in the project area reported various combinations in 
types of motor vehicles owned. In the farm budgets it was assumed that 
each farmer would own an automobile, a 3/4-ton pickup, and a 2-ton truck 
with a hoist. It was also assumed that 33 percent of the auto expense, 
90 percent of the pickup expense, and 100 percent of the truck expense 
would be allocated to the farm. 
Annual expenses incidental to ownership and operation of these 
types of vehicles include depreciation, repairs, taxes, interest, fuel, 
lubrication, license fees, and liability insurance. Depreciation and 
annual repairs for each type of vehicle are incl.urled in TRble R-9. 
Table B-8 
Machinery and equip.ent 
orilinal Annual Annual depreciation 
Original cos less Inventory repairs Years 
Item Capacity cost salvage value value rate a.ount life MOunt Insurance 
All farms 
Plow 2 way 3-t 6 inches 6,800.00 6,120.00 4,080.00 .02 136.00 25 46.63 0.00 Disk Tandem 
• 2 feet 6,150.00 6,015.00 4,050.00 .02 135.00 25 46.29 0.00 Level 8 feet 4,900.00 4,410.00 2'~3g:gg .02 98.00 25 33 .60 0.00 Spiketooth harrow 12 feet 505.00 454.50 .01 5.05 25 3.46 0.00 
Grain drill 12 feet 6,500.00 5,850.00 3,900.00 .02 130.00 25 44.58 0.00 
Commercial fertilizer 
spreader 12 feet 1,050.00 945.00 630.00 .02 21. 00 25 1.20 0.00 
PTO ha y baler 8,200.00 1,380.00 4,920.00 .03 246.00 15 199.56 0.00 
Dlt c her 525.00 412.50 315.00 .03 15.15 25 3.60 0.00 
Hay e 1 eVclto r 18 feet 315.00 331.50 225.00 .02 1.50 25 2.51 0.00 
Flat-bed wagon 15 bales 2,100.00 2,430.00 1,620.00 .02 54.00 25 18.52 0.00 
Swather PTO 18,500.00 16,650.00 l1,100.00 .03 555.00 20 233.71 0.00 
Bale wagon PTO l4,000.00 12,600.00 8,400.00 .03 420.00 15 340.10 0.00 
Springtooth harrow 
Dairy faras 
1,545.00 1,390.50 921.00 .01 15.45 25 10.60 0.00 12 feet 
Manure loader 3,550.00 3,195.00 2,130.00 .03 106.50 25 24.35 0.00 
~ty~r~u~~r~:~:r 300 au 4,050.00 3,645.00 2,430.00 .03 121. 50 25 21.17 0.00 1,500 gallon 18,000.00 16,200.00 10,800.00 .04 120.00 15 438.0'; 0.00 
Stalls, milkers, etc. Double 4 34, ggg: gg 30,~gg:gg 20,400.00 .06 2,040.00 10 1,1g:l~ 0.00 Water heater 100 gallon 300.00 .02 1.50 1~ C.OO 
Automatic -feed 
bin/feeder 1,500.00 6,150.00 4,500.00 .03 225.00 15 182.52 0.00 
Corn planter 4 row 2,900.00 2,610.00 1,140.00 .02 58.00 2!i 19.89 0.00 
Cultivator 4 row 500.00 450.00 300.00 .02 10.00 25 3.43 0.00 
Corn choprer 2 row 3,900.00 3,510.00 2,340.00 .02 78.00 25 26.15 0.00 
Small too s 1,360.00 6,624.00 4,416.00 .02 147.20 10 379.29 0.00 
Sprin~ler irrigation 
100 33,900.00 30,510.00 20,340.00 .02 678.00 15 824.99 0.00 equ~pment percent 
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Table 8-9 
Vehicles and self-propelled equipment 
Item Capacity 
Auto 33 % 
Pickup 90 % 3/4 ton 
Truck w/h 2 ton 
Tractor DBHP 80 
Tractor DBHP 60 
Orig.cost 
Orig. less Inventory 
cost salvage value Rate 
value 
3,465 3,118 2,079 .04 
11,700 10,530 7,020 .04 
24,000 21,600 14,400 .04 
24,750 22,275 14,850 .04 
19,900 17,910 11,940 .04 
Custom York and Rates 
Annual Annual 
repairs deprec. Ins 
amt. Years amt. 
life 
138 10 178 0 
468 10 602 0 
960 15 584 0 
866 15 602 0 
696 15 484 0 
Combining barley and grain corn is the only farm operation in 
the project budgets done by custom hire. Other operations are done on a 
custom basis but are usually done by small part-time operators. A 
custom rate of $22.40 per acre for barley and $25.90 per acre for grain 
corn was used for the project area. 
Crop Production Expenses 
Fertilizer requirements 
Fertilizer requirements necessary to maintain proper fertility 
levels were determined by the crop-removal method and used as guides in 
the plant growth. Only nitrogen and phosphorus are deficient in most 
Utah soils, and supplemental applications of these elements in the form 
of fertilizer are necessary to satisfy crop needs. (The potassium 
content of Utah soils is generally adequate for the requirements of most 
crops.) 
Application rates of commercial fertilizers and barnyard manure 
were determined for the various crops from farm surveys, recommendations 
of local univerSities and Doanes Farm Management r.uirle. From thr ,c;;p 
sources of data, the amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus removed from the 
soil by various types of crops were determined. It was assumed that 
nitrogen and phosphorus lost by removal of crops would be replaced by 
fertilization. To meet part of these requirements, all barnyard manure 
that can be recovered was returned to the land. The remaining crop 
needs were corrected by applying commercial fertilizers. Commercial 
nitrogen' was purchased at a cost 6f $0.33 per available pound. Cost of 
commercial phosphate (P20S) is set at $0.27 per available pound. 
T~bulations ~ showing value of nutrients are below: 
Nitrogen 
Ammonium nit~ate at $222/ton 
33% * 2,000 lbs/(on = 670 lbs N/ton 
$222/ton I 670 Ibs N/ton = $0.33/Ib N 
Phosphate 
0-45-0 fertilizer at $241/ton 
45% P205 * 2,000 lbs/ton = 900 lbs P20S/ton 
$241/ton I 900 lbs p205/ton = $O.27/Ib P20S 
Spraying for insects and weeds 
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In the analysis, it is assumed the alfalfa was sprayed annually 
for control of weevil, small grain was sprayed for weed control, and 
grain corn was sprayed for insect control. Furadan was used for weevil 
control, 2,4-0 for weed control, arid Diazinon for insect control. 
Application rates for these chemicals were 
manufacturer recommendations and published data by 
Agricultural Experiment Station. Costs were those 
charged by retailers in the project area. 
Seeding rates and costs 
obtained from 
the Utah State 
presently being 
Seeding practices and rates of application were obtained from 
recommendations by the Utah State Agricultural Experiment Station. Seed 
prices reflect those currently being charged by local retailers. 
Seeding rates, practices, and costs used in the farm budget are shown in 
Table B-10. 
Table B-10 
-. 
Seeding rates and costs per acre 
by crop 
Seed 
rate Cost Crop Cost 
per per Units rotation per 
Crop acre unit unit purchased (years) acre 
Alfalfa 12 lb 2.45 1 6 $ 4.90 
Barley 100 lb 11.75 100 1 $11.75 
Corn silage 35,200 seeds 75.00 80,000 1 $33.00 
Corn grain 29,700 seeds 75.00 80,000 1 $27.84 
Rot. Pastu;re 18 lb 1.85 1 10 $ 3.33 
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~aling twine 
Information obtained from farmers doing custom work indicated 
that 1 package of twi~e would tie approximately 500 bales of hay. An 
average bale weighs about 60 pounds, so 1 package of twine would bale 
about 15 tons of hay. Using the current local price of $19.40 per 
package ~f twine, the cost per ton of hay comes to $1.29. Using 40 
pounds as ' the weight of a typical bale of straw, the price of twine used 
to bale straw would be $1.95 per ton. 
Livestock Production Expenses 
Livestock turnoff rates 
Turnoff rates for livestock have been developed from information 
gathered in farm surveys and compared with data from other areas in the 
Upper Colorado Region. Turnoff rates are determined by annual birth 
rates, death losses, and culling standards, which are directly related 
to feeding and management practices. Yhen animals are properly fed and 
cared for, the results are higher birthrates, fewer death losses, and 
larger offspring at marketing time. Farmers in the project area are 
becoming increasingly aware of these relationships as they compete for 
livestock markets. As a result, new and better methods, such as 
pregnancy testing, use of proven sires, production testing, and testing 
feeds to determine their nutritional content are being adopted. 
Turnoff rates used in the budgets are illustrated in Figure 1 
for dairy operations, respectively. The turnoff rates shown for each 
class of livestock were based on 100 head of animals in the breeding 
herd so that percentage relationships could readily be applied to other 
herd sizes. 
Livestock feed requirements 
Feed requirements used in the farm budgets were based on feeding 
standards found in Feeds and Nurtition, by Ensminger and Olentine, anrl 
Nutrient Allowances of Domestic Animals, plIhlished hy the N~tioll ; 11 
Research Council. _ 
The amount of feed needed for each type of livestock unit is 
dependent upon the total digestible nutrient (TON) requirements of each 
ricure • 'J. 
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class of livestock comprlSlng the livestock unit. Based on standards in 
the above publications, TON requirements were, therefore, determined for 
each class of livestock and weighted according to livestock turnof: 
rates. 
It was assumed that feeds grown on project lands were of a 
quality consistent with feed composition standards listed in the above 
publications, and that feed requirements would be supplied as much as 
possible by home-grown feeds. 
The amount of feed needed for each class and type of livestock 
was determined from rations formulated from the kinds of feed available 
and consistent with local feeding habits. 
Roughage requirements for a 1,300-pound dairy cow were figured 
at 6.7 tons. Yearling heifers would require 4.3 tons of roughage per 
individual, but adjusted to the requirement per cow the amount would be 
1.9 tons. Calves with the same adjustments would require 0.8 tons. 
Concentrate requirements for dairy cows producing 15,000 pounds 
of milk would be 3,360 pounds. Requirements for yearling heifers and 
calves would be 725 pounds and 529 pounds, respectively. 
Substitution Rates, Prices Paid, 
and Inventory Values of Feed 
Feed substitution rates were based on the TON content of the 
various feeds. These rates, using an alfalfa equivalent comparison, are 
listed below. 
budgets 
B-1i. 
1 ton alfalfa = 2.6 tons of corn silage 
1 ton alfalfa = 2.56 AUH's 
Inventory value of livestock 
The average inventory 
refl~ts normalized 
vall1e of 
prices. 
live~to('k t1~~d in thp f ::'Il- m 
These values are shown in Table 
Table B-11 
Inventory value of livestock 
(Unit--dollars per head) 
Dairy cows 
Replacement heifers 
Miscellaneous livestock expenses 
890 
765 
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There are numerous miscellaneous expense items associated with 
livestock production. Included are such items as artificial 
insemination, veterinary supplies, and milkroom supplies. The cost of 
these items and other miscellaneous expenses were standardized for farm 
budget use. 
Other Farm Expenses 
Electricity 
The farm share of electrical costs is dependent of the type of 
farm and the amount of electrical equipment in operation on the farm. 
Several items of electrically operated equipment are found on all farms, 
while other items are found only on certain types. Dairy farms, for 
example, utilize more electrical energy than other farms. The cost for 
farm electricity is adapted from secondary data based on local rates for 
electricity. Annual electricity costs for cash crop farms are $924. In 
addition to the annual costs, dairy farms have electrical costs of 
$48.36 per head. 
Telephone 
A cost of $624 annually for the farm share to telephone service 
was used in the farm budget. This value was obtained from Agricultural 
Prices, October 1985. 
Miscellaneous farm expenses 
An allowance has been included as a miscellaneous expense. This 
amount accounts for the numerous incidental and unforeseen expenses 
which are difficult to determine and itemize. Some of these would 
include farm organization dues, farm books and periodicals, coverings 
for silage pits, antifreeze for powei equipment, riding equipment for 
horses, heat~ng for workshop and dairy parlor, and postage. 
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Interest on Operating Capital 
Farms where income is received only once or twice a year require 
the farmer to borrow operating capital. This money is used to pay cash 
expenditures for such supplies 3S feed, seed, fertilizer, and hired 
labor. In the farm budget analysis, an 11.9 percent rate was charged 
for a 6-monih period on the average amount required for operating 
capital. 
Gross Farm Income 
Gross farm income is the total sales of crops, livestock, and 
livestock products. 
Farm Expenses 
Farm expenses include the annual cost of land, labor, machinery, 
and other expenses necessary to produce crops and livestock. 
Net Farm Income 
Net farm income is defined as the gross farm income less farm 
expenses. Included in net farm income are the returns to management, 
equity, operator and family labor, and water. 
Return to Equity 
Return to farm equity is based on the average rate of return to 
agricultural capital for the United States. The rate used in this study 
is 3.4 percent applied to the farmers' equity. 
Return to Labor 
Return to-.1.ahor;~ the ~mol1nt of l;-,hor ~ontrihlltprl hv thp 
operator and farm family at an hourly wage ot ~:'.Bl and ~4.1L, 
respectively. Under project conditions, the operator and family would 
work about 2,500 to 3,000 hours per year but not more than 200 hours per 
month during school months and 320 hours per month during summer months. 
Labor required over these limits would be provided by hired persons. 
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Return to Management 
Return to management is estimated to be 10 percent of net farm 
income. It is the value of the operators decisions of what to produce, 
the most efficient way to product it, and how to market the product. 
Better management usually results in higher net income. 
Payment Capacity 
Payment capacity, or return to water, is the income remaining 
after the returns to management, equity, and labor have been deducted 
from net farm income. This payment capacity is available to pay for 
present contractual obligations and the rehabilitation and betterment of 
the project. 
Farm Budgets 
The farm budgets used in the repayment analysis for beef and 
diary farms are shown on pages B-19 through B-29 and pages B-30 through 
B-43 respectively. 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA FARM TYPE CASH CROP LAND CLASS CQKIIOSITE TYPE or MlAUSIS 1lEP~ 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACRES m FARK 225. WM'ER REQUIRED PER ACRE 2 . 06 BUDGET t«>. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVERItGE HAlQGEHENT DM'E or PRICES JAIl 1916 IIUDGE'J' ftEPMEIl aDUS'IOP IUIIGft DArE MAR 1986 
.' 
IRRIGABLE LAND 
NON-IRRlGABLE LAND 
TOI'AL 
CROP DISTRIBUTION 
IRJllGABLE\ 
ALFALFA 
IWlL£Y 
ALF EST-8IU.Y 
IRR. PAST. 
I"HST : WASTE 
<mtER\ 
STRAW 
AfTEBMATH 
NON-IIUlIGA8LE\ 
6W 
BRUSHLAND 
LIVESTOCK UNIT 
FARK BUDGET SUlMARY , 
NO . 
OR 
ACRES 
225. 
O. 
225. 
125. 
55. 
25 . 
15. S. 
80 . 
o. 
O. 
o. 
PERCENT 
100. 
O. 
100. 
56. 
24. 
U. 
1. 
2. 
WEI GIft' 
OIl 
YIELDS 
4 .1 
95 . 0 
85.0 
5 . 0 
0.0 
11/05/12. 
HYRlIJ1 AREA FARJ1 T'lPE CASH ClIDP LAND CLASS CClHPOSITE TYPE OF M1ALISIS REPAD1EN'l' 
CONDITION WI'llf PROJECT IlUUGABL£ ACRES IB FARJ1 225. WATER REOUlB£D PER N.:BE 2.06 BUDGET 1m. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEIlAGE 1IARAG£I1£NT DM'E OF PRICES JNJ 1916' BUDGE'l' PREPAIlD aDllS'lOP IUDGF.'f DL."'£ MAR 1988 
FARJ1 BUDGET StM1ARY 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
,t 
F ARJ1 INVESTMENT 
LABOR BY OPERATOR AND FAHlLY (HRS) 
GaOSS FARK INCOI1£ 
LESS EXPENSES: 
G£N£llAL 
IN'!'. ON DEBT 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
NET FARK IHCOHE 
LESS: 
RETURN TO EQUITY ( 3.40\ X EQUIT'l1 
RETURN TO MANAGEItENT (10 .00\ X NET FARM INCOME) 
RETURN TO LABOR (OPERA1'OR ~£S , FNaLY Wl\GES) 
R£TUIlH TO FARK FNULY 
PADtEIIT CAPACITY 
PER ACRE 
PER ACJlE-FOOT 
211513.25 
1641.14 
60041.62 
35099.94 
6430.44 
41530. ]g 
18511.24 
7301.20 
1851.72 
9413.11 
18626 . 04 
-101.10 
-.41 
-.23 
." 
~ 
Oq 
tD 
OJ 
I 
N 
O. 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA FARM TYPE CASH CROP LARD CLASS COfUIOSITE TYPE OF AllALYSIS REUYHEtll' 
CONDITION WI'nf PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACJl£S IN FARM 225. WATER It£OUIIl£D PER Aa£ 2.06 BUDGET ale 
AREA REPRESENTED AVElWiE MMMiEMDft' DATE OF P1UCES 3M 1916 BUDGET PREPAaD amIS'IO' IUDGL'"l' DAXE KAR 19.8 
ACRES 
CROPS AND OR 
LIVESTOCK NUMBER 
ALFALFA 125.0 
BARLEY 55.0 
STRAW 80.0 
ALF EST- BRLY 25.0 
IRR . PAST . 15 . 0 
fHST : WASTE 5 . 0 
. TOTAL 225.00 
TOTAL 
HAN FARM PRODUCTION 
t«)RK YIELD TOTAL 
IteURS UNIT WEIGHT PRODUCT 
937.50 TON 4.7 587.50 
234.30 BU 95.0 5225.00 
128.80 TON 1.0 80.00 
110.50 au 85.0 2125.00 
44 . 55 AUK 5 . 0 75.00 
0 . 00 0.0 0.00 
f.;Pll '.-.QRK 
ErrrERPp.IS::: 
FARM BUDGET SlHWlY 
DISPOSAL OF FARK PRODUCTION 
AK>UNT 
581.50 
5225.00 
80.00 
2125.00 
75.00 
0 . 00 
SELL FARM 
PRICE VALUE USE 
61.83 39850.13 0.00 
2.35 12278.75 0.00 
30.00 2400.00 0.00 
2.35 499].75 0.00 
7.00 525.00 0.00 
0.00 0 . 00 0.00 
60047.62 
0.00 
FARM lNVESTJ1EHT 
ITEM 
TOT.;!' WORK ON CROPS 
TOT:.!. WORK ON LIVESTOCK 
TOT.;!' WORK ON ruse . 
HOURS 
1455.65 
0 . 00 
218.35 
1674.00 
LAND 
IMPROVEMENTS 
Al«lUHT 
81145.00 
24501.00 
00 
rOTAL \-«l1U\ ON f:.R.'1 
hURK 81 OPEI'.ATOR 
WORt\ BY f AMI L~ 
~oJOP.E B'i HIR£D [..;.8OR 
15]5 . 38 
111. 76 
26.86 
~ 
FEED AND SUPPLIES 
TOTAL lNVES'DtEIl'l' 
151160.25 
0.00 
0.00 
211513.25 
rAllK EXPENSES 
HIRED LABOR 
REPAI'RS , BUlLDlMiS , lHPIlVMrS 
~~:rscrkr~~ro~' 
DEPRECIA'J'IOII, MOl , :QUIP 
CUSTOM WORK 
~~, ~. IJWRVMrS 
INSUiJ.NCE, BLDG, IHPROV. , EQUI 
KARl<ETING COSTS 
MISC£I..L\NEOUS LIVE.S'l'OCK COSTS 
SPRAY MATERIAL 
GRAZING FEES 
BALING 'I'WIJiE 
SEED COSTS 
FEED PURCHASED 
FERTlLIZEIl 
TELEPItOIIE 
ELECTJllCITY (,ARK SJwu:) 
SOCIAL SECUIllTl TAlES 
AUTO ftUCI[ LIClHSE , IRS. 
FARM LIABILITY DIS\JUWCE 
IRRIGU'IOR 0 , " 
anu:a EXPDiSES 
OPERArDIG COSTS 
Ilft'EREST ~ aoapcw;n CAP. 
SUB'I'O'l'AL 
MISCELLNlEOUS (2 PERCENT) 
nrn:REST 011 IJIDE8TEIIIESS 
PUaalASED LIVES'JOCX 
amJlEHT FAIM £DElISE 
rIJlUlClAL SlIItAIlY 
110.66 
651.78 
5021.46 
U6.50 
3615.11 
1792.00 
900.51 
0.00 
90 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
1504.40 
0.00 
9U.11 
1602.45 
0 . 00 
6155.61 
6H.OO 
924.00 
1211.S9 
710.00 
145.00 
0.00 
1110.00 
6996.72 
1115.01 
14411.71 
688.21 
6410.44 
0.00 
41510.39 
60047.62 
O.CiO 
0.00 
60041.62 
41510.39 
18511.24 
18626.04 
7]01.20 
1851.72 
9471.11 
-108.'0 
- . 44 
-.23 
88/05/12. 
HYRUM .\REA FARK TYPE CASH CROP LMD CLASS COMPOSITE ftPE OF AllALYSIS REPADtEH'I' 
eotmITION Wl'l1f PROJECT IlUUGABLE ACRES III FARM 225. WATER REQUIJIED PER ACU 2.06 IUDGE'l' al. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEIWiE MMAGEMENT DM'E OF PlUCES .DR 1985 BUDGET PIlUMD aIRlSmP . IUOOET DU"E IWl 1988 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••• * •••••••• * ••••• ~!~!.~.~~.*.*.*.*.**.*.* •• * •••••• * ••••• **.** •••• * •••••••••••• ** 
• I ORIGINAL ANNUAL ARNUAL DEPIlECIAt'l08 
ORIGINAL COST LESS INVElft'ORY REPAIRS YEAIlS IlISURANCE 
ITEM CAPACITY COST SALVAGE VALUE VALUE RATE NIXM LIFE At«Uft' FAC'IOR NOJNT 
PUM' 2 . WAY' . . .. . .. . ..... 3': i6 . iii: ......... 6800: .. ·6 i io : 00 .... .. .. 4080 : 60 · .... : oi .... il6 : 06 ... is: ....... 46 : 6 i .. . ·0: 0000 ......... 0 : 00 . 
DISK TANDEM 12 FT 6150. 6075.00 4050.00 . 02 135.00 25. 46.29 0.0000 0 . 00 
L£V:EL 8 FT 4900. 4410.00 2940.00 .02 98.00 25. )).60 0 . 0000 0.00 
SPIKETOO'l1f HARROW 12 FT 505. 454 . 50 303.00 .01 5.05 25. 1.46 0 . 0000 0.00 
GRAIN DRILL 12 " 6500. 5850.00 3900.00 . 02 130.00 25. 44.58 0.0000 0.00 
COMH fERT SPREADER 12 FT 1050. 945.00 630.00 .02 21.00 2S. 1.20 0.0000 0.00 
PTa HAY BALER 8200. 7380.00 4920.00 .03 246.00 IS. 199 . 56 0.0000 0.00 
MANURE LOADER o. 0.00 0.00 .03 0.00 25. 0 . 00 0.0000 0.00 
MANURE SPREADER 300 BU. O. 0.00 0.00 .03 0.00 2S. 0.00 0.0000 0 . 00 
DITOIER 525. 472.S0 31S.00 .03 1S.75 25. 3 . 60 0.0000 0 . 00 
HAY ELEVATOR 18 FT 31S. ))7 . 50 225.00 .02 1 . 50 25. 2 . 57 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
FLAT BED ~N 2100. 2430.00 1620.00 .02 54.00 2S. 18.52 0 . 0000 0.00 
SWATHER PTa 12 FT 18500. 16650.00 11100.00 .03 555.00 20. 233.71 0.0000 0.00 
BALE WAGON PTa 75 BALES 14000. 12600.00 8400.00 .03 420.00 15. 340.70 0.0000 0.00 
SMALL TOOLS 3S40. 3186.23 2124.15 .02 10.81 10. 112.44 
SUBTOT:.L 14345. 
Alfl'O 3) ~ 3465. 3118 . 50 2079.00 .04 138.60 10 . 178.57 /l . 0000 0 . 00 
PICKUP 90\ 3/ 4 TON 11700. 10530.00 1020.00 . 04 468.00 10 . 602 . 9S 0.0000 0 . 00 
TRUCK \~/H 2 TON 24000. 21600.00 14400.00 .04 960.00 15. 514.06 0.0000 0 . 00 
TRACTOR DUHP 80 24750. 22275.00 14850.00 . 04 866.25 15 . 602.32 0.0000 0.00 
TRACTOR DBHP 60 19900. 17910.00 11940.00 .04 696.50 15. 484.29 0.0000 0 . 00 
TOTAL 158160 . 142144.23 94896.15 5023.46 361S.11 0 . 00 
18/05/12. 
HYRUH AREA FARM TYPE CASH CROP LARD CLASS COHPOSITE TYPE OF ANALYSIS ItEPAXMEIft' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IIUUGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225. WATER REQUlJlED PER ACItE 2.06 IUDGE'1' 110. 
MEA REPRESENTED AVERAGE KMAoGEMEH'l' DM"E OF PIllCES .JAIl 1116 8UDGE'f PUPAI£R aIIllS'l'OP IUDGE'l' DIm: HAft 1918 
BUILDINGS AND IMPRDVEHENTS 
........................................................•.........•...•..•..•..............................•.........•............. ,. ORIGINAL 
ORIGINAL COST LESS INVENTORY 
ITEM CAPACITY COST SALVAGE VALUE VALUE 
SHOP + IMP SH£D 40X60 18000. 18000.00 10800 . 00 
STE£L GRANARY 1200 BU 1054. 1054.00 632 . 40 
UlEf LOUNGING SHED o. 0.00 0 . 00 
CO~ AND MANGER 75 HD o. 0.00 0.00 
FENCES 3.00 BD/AC 5454. 5454 . 00 3272.40 
TOTAL 24508. 24508.00 14704.80 
ANNUAL 
REPAIRS 
RArE NI>UN'l' 
. 02 360.00 
. 02 21. 08 
.02 0.00 
.02 0.00 
.05 272.70 
---653.11 
ANNUAL D£PRECIArIOil 
YEARS 
LIFE NIJUlI'I' 
50. 22.14 
30. 7.74 
20. 0.00 
20. 0.00 
20. 106.6] 
136.50 
.005 90.00 
0.000 0 . 00 
.005 0.00 
0.000 0 . 00 
0 . 000 0.00 
90.00 
II/OS/12. 
HYRUM AREA fARM TYPE CASH CROP LAND CLASS COMPOSITE TYPE or ARALISIS REPAntEN'l' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225. WAl'EIl REQUIRED PER ACRE 2.06 IUDGET 1m . 
AIlEA REPRESENTED AVEUoGE MAHNiEMEHT DATE OF PRICES 311M 1916 BUDGET nEPAIlER CllUS'I'OP MIDGET DiU'E MAR 1911 
" 
ROUGH.AGE STRAW BARLEY RArION lULl( REPLACER 
AU' . '1'ON EQUIV. TON PER HEAD BU. PER HEAD CWl' PElt HEAD cwr PER HEAD 
NUMBER FEED TOTAL fEED TOTAL fEED TOTAL fEED TOTAL rEED TOTAL LIVESTOCK RATE REQUIRED RATE REQUIRED RATE REQUIRED RATE REQUIRED aArE REQUIRED 
-----
0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 
SUPPLIED ALFALFA 587 . 50 STRAW 80 . 00 BARLEY 5225.00 
PUB.RANGE 0 . 00 
PURCHAS ED 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 
SOLD 587 . 50 80 . 00 5225.00 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA FARM TYPE CASH CROP LAND CLASS COf1POSITE TYPE OF AIIALISIS REPADIENT 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IllRIGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225. WATER REQUIJlED PEll ACRE 2.06 BUDGE!' Wl. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVERAGE ~ DATE OF PIlJCES .JAIl 1986 BUDGET PIlUABD amIS'I'OP 8IJDGi.'T t\U.EMAIl 1988 
CROP PROOOCTION AND DISPOSAL 
..................................................................•................................... 
• UNIT YIELD TOTAL DISPOSAL OF PROWCT • AVERAGE • 
• OF PER PRO- rAM SALES llIVElft'Oay 
.... ~~~. ,t •••• ~.~ •. ~~~~ •• ~ ••. ~~~ •• ~ ••••• ~~ ••• ~ •• ~~ •••• ~~. ~ •••• ~ •••• ~~~ 
• 
" • • ALFALFA 125. TON 4.7 588. • 0.00 587.50 67.11 }9150.13 • 0.00 0.00 
BARLEY 55. au 95.0 5225. 0.00 5225.00 2.35 12278.75 0.00 0.00 • 
CORN SILAGE O. TON 20.0 O. 
· 
0.00 0.00 22.00 0.00 • 0.00 0.00 
STRAW 80. roN 1.0 80. 0.00 80.00 30.00 2400.00 
· 
0.00 0.00 
ALF EST-BRLY 25. au 85.0 2125. 0.00 2125.00 2.35 4991.75 
· 
0.00 0.00 
· 
CORN GRAIN o. au 105.0 o. • 0.00 0.00 3.02 0.00 
· 
0.00 0.00 
· 
MEADOW HAY O. TON 2.5 O. 0.00 0.00 67.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 
IRR. PAST. 15. ALIt 5.0 75. " 0.00 75.00 7.00 525.00 0.00 0.00 · 
PRN P,\ST oW o. AUM 4.0 O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 " 0.00 0.00 · 
BRUSHLAND O. AUK .5 O. 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
· 
0.00 0.00 
AFT£lU1ATH O. AUH 1.0 O. 
· 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
fHST : wnsTE 5. 0.0 O. 
· 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 • 0.00 o.oe 
· 
TOTAL 225. 60047.62 0.00 
"/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA F.AIU1 T'lPE CASH CROP LAND CLASS COMPOSITE TYPE OF ~SIS REl'AYHDIT 
CONDITION WITH PROJEct IRlUGABLE ACJlES IN F.AIU1 225. WATER RE~ PER ACllE 2.06 IUDGET l«). 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEBN:iE ~ DATE OF PIllCES .JAN 191 IIUI)GE'f PaUAIlD CHIllS'l'OP 8UDGft DIm; MAIl 19 .. 
••• ************* •••••••••••••••• *.*** •••• ~~ •• ~~~~~ •••• 1.~~.~~~.1 •• * ••••• * •••••••• *.* •••••••••••• * ••• ~.* •••••• __ •• _ •••• 
• SEED FERTI Ll ZEa SPRAY TRACTOR FUEL CUSTOM HIRE BALE 'IWDIE ASSESSMDrrS LAND UN. 
UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT URn' milT UNIT 
CROP ACRES ~ST TO'l'AL OOST TO'l'AL COST TOTAL COST TOTAL COST TOTAL 0051' 'I'O'I'AL COST '\'OrAL COST TOTAL 
.. . ... . ...................................................................................................................................... 
ALFM.F;" 125. 4.90 611.50 4.05 2179.38 9.69 1211.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1. 29 757.87 295. 36875. -101. 50125. 
8Aiu.t:., 55. 11.75 646.25 .50 2612.50 5.33 293.15 0.00 0.00 22.40 1232 .00 0.00 0.00 295. 16225. 40l. 22055. 
CORN SlUG o. ]] .00 0.00 4.65 0.00 9.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 29!». O. 40L O. 
STRAW BO. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.95 156.00 O. O. O. O. 
AU' EST-BR 25. 11.75 293.75 .50 1062.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.40 560.00 0.00 0.00 295. 1375. 401. 10025. 
CORN GRAIN O. 27.B4 0.00 .93 0.00 9.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.90 0.00 0.\)0 0.00 295. O. 401. O. 
MEADOW HAY O. 3 . 33 0.00 3.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.29 0.00 295. O. 401. O. 
IaR.· PAST. 15. 3.33 49.95 1.3S 101.25 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 295. 4425. 401. 6015. 
PIU1 P.:...:iT 6 O. 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1S. O. 15. O. 
BRUSHI..d-ID o. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5. O. 5. O. 
AFTERl!:..TH O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. O. o. O. 
FHST : '.'ins 5 . 1l . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 295. 1475. 125. 625. 
rOTA!. 1602.45 6155.63 1504.40 0.00 1792.00 913.11 66175. 81845. 
LESS · '.:'LUE t·wruru: 0.00 
TOT.;L 6155.6) 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA FARM TYPE CASH CROP LAND CLASS COHPOSlTE 'lTPE OF AIIALISIS 1tEP~ 
CONDITION WITH PBOJECT I1UUGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225. WATER REQUD£D PER Aa£ 2.06 BUDGET 1m. 
AIl£A REPRESENTED AVEBAoGE MMAGDtENT I»3E OF PRICES .JAR 1986 IUDGET PIlUAUa aDlS'l'OP • IUDGEI' DU'E MAR 1911 
.* •••••••• ** •• * •• ****~********.*.* •• ** •• ******.*****~~!*~~*~~~*******************.*********************.* •••• * •••• *** 
• ACRES WIU< UNITS TOTAL 
ITEM OR OR ACRE OR HEAD WIU< UNIT SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF MAN WDIlJ( WIlTS 
OPERATION ,HEAD tIM TRACT MAN TRAer .JAN FEB MAR APR MAl JUH .JUL AUG S£P OCT l«>V DEC 
ALFALFA 125. 1.50 5.10 911.50 112.50 0.0 0.0 46.9 28.1 56.3 181.5 181.5 181.5 181.5 56.3 0.0 0.0 
BARLE·; 55. 4.26 2.15 214.30 118.25 0.0 0.0 16.4 51.5 H.8 28.1 18.1 15.1 28.1 11.1 11.1 0.0 
CORN SILAGE O. 6.11 3.11 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 
STRAW 80. 1.61 1.61 128.80 128.80 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 32.2 96.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ALF EST-BRLY 25. 4.42 2.ll 110.50 51.15 0.0 0.0 6.6 27.6 15.5 13.1 1.1 12.2 13.3 6.6 6.6 0.0 
CORN-GRAlN o. 5.11 2.41 0.00 0.00 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MEAIX>W HAY O. 4.79 2.39 0.00 0.00 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 
IRR; PAST. 15. 2.91 .57 44.55 8.55 0.0 0.0 1.1 5.3 7.6 8.0 1.9 1.9 2.7 1.8 0.0 0 . 0 
PRM P:·..sT 6W o. 1.50 .50 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --1455.65 1025.85 0.0 0.0 11.2 112.6 112.1 216.9 256.2 140.3 211.5 16.4 11.3 0.0 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA FARM TYPE CASH CJWP LNm CLASS COKPOSITE TYPE OP AllALY5I5 REPAYMENl' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225. WATER REQUIRED PER ACRE 2.06 IUDGE'l' tm. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVER.AGE MMAGEMENT DM'E OF PIUCES JAR 1916 8UDGE'I' PIlEPAREIl aIRlSTOP BUDGET I».rE twl 1981 
LABOR St-"'ARY . 
••• **.********.***** ••••••••••••• *.******* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••• *. 
TOTAL 
~RJ[ UNIT SEASOHAL DISTIUBUTIOH OF HAIl t«)RJ( lIIrI'5 
........................ ! .................. ~ ... ~~ ..... ~~ ... ~~ ... ~ ... ~~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~~~ ... . 
TOT;J. 1tA)RJ( ON CROPS 1455.65 1025.85 0.0 0.0 71.2 112.6 112.1 236.9 256.2 140.3 231.5 16.4 18.3 0.0 
TOT:u. h()RJ< ON MlSC. 218.35 215.43 17.5 32.8 30.6 6.6 4.4 2.2 2.2 6.0 21.8 45.9 12.8 15.3 
--
TOTAL fNU1 h()RJ( 1614.00 1241. 28 17.5 32.8 101. 8 119.2 116.5 239.1 258.4 146.9 253.4 122.2 51.1 15.3 
VK>RK S· .. OPERATOR 1535.38 17.5 12.8 101. 8 119.2. 116.5 239.1 240.0 240.0 240.0 12l.2 51.1 15.3 
VK>RK B\" fAMILY 111. 76 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11.4 10.0 13.4 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 
~RK B'i HIRED LhBOR 26.16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.9 0.0 !l.1l 0.0 0.0 
WNiE St-"'ARY 
*e ••• a •••••• __ ._ •••••• __ •••• __ ••••••••• _ •••••••• __ ._ •• a •••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••• _ •••••••••••••• _ ••••• ---
WAGES 
W1.GE ::'".J'lIER HOURS ~~RK£D WAGES / HOUR 
OPEa.~: : ~ ~S35 . j3 5.81 
FAMIL:: 111.76 4.12 
SUBT":T.;L 16n.U 
HIRED l..nOOR 26.~6 4.12 
TOr.~ loi-!.uO 
GROSS WAGES 
9012.66 
460.46 
9471.11 
110.66 
9583.18 
55 
RAt'E 
.1410 
.0705 
SOCIAL 5ECUUTY TAXES 
WAGE LIMIT 
19600.00 
EMPLDYEE ' S 
NIlURT 
110 F NULY SOCIAL SECUIlITY TAXES 
7.'0 
EMPLDYER'S 
NIJ(Aft 
1210.11 
1270.11 
7.10 
1271S.59 
11/05/12. 
HYRUM AREA fARM TYPE CASH CROP LMD CLASS CQHIIOSITE TIP£ OF AIiIALISIS REPADtEN'l' 
CONDITION WInt PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACRES IN FARM 225 . WATER Il£OUDlED PER ACIl£ 2 .06 IUDGET 1m. 
AREA REPRESEN"l'ED AV'EIlAGE tWWa:HE!lr I».TE OF PIlICES JAIl U" IM)GEl' I'IlEPAIIEIl OIIllS'lOP IUDGEI' &:aTE IWl 1911 
EXPENSES . 
........... _ ......... , .. __ ........... _ ... _._ ..............••• -.... _ ......................................•....•..................•. 
• TAXES UiV£S'DIEIII'l' 
VALUE TOTAL N«>UNT IHTEREST Al'«)UN'r 
FOR ADJUST VALUE fOR TAX INVES'n1Em' PERCENT or IHTER£ST ON OF 
ITEM TAXATION FACTOR TAXATION LEVY TOTAL VALUE INDEBT. INDEBT. IlA1'E I!ftlEBT • EQUITY 
. . . . . . ~ . . - . . - - .. ..................................................................................................................... - ......... 
1.N.lD 66375 . 00 1.000 66375.00 .0131 871.57 88845.00 .0990 8795.65 .0900 791.61 80049.34 
r MI' l{uVI::Ml::NTS 14104.80 .150 2205.72 .0131 28.96 24508.00 .0990 2426.29 .0900 218.31 22081.71 
EQUIPN.lNT 94896 . 15 0.000 0.00 .0lll 0.00 158160.25 .2880 45550.15 .1191) 5420.41 112610.10 
DAl~ " 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 
BEEF 0.00 0.000 0.00 .0111 0.00 0.00 .2880 0.00 .U90 0.00 0.00 
SHEEP 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 o.oooe; 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 
HORSE 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0 . 00 
fEED .;rIO SUPPLIES 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.0000 0.00 0.00 .2880 0.00 .1190 0.00 /).00 
900.53 271511.25 56112.10 6430.44 214141.15 
.***~ ••• ***.* •••• *.* •• ***.* •• * ••••••• *.*** •• **.* •••• * • ••• - ••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Po\-lElt .;tID EQUIPMENT OPERATING COST FEED PUIlOlASED 
HOURS COST 
__ .:.. • OR KILES PEll UNlT TOTAL ITEM PIlICE 
I'R.\CTOR 1241.3 4.190 5945.72 
:: r ·:KUP 9000.0 .019 111.00 
IWlL£Y ... 0.0 2.35 0.00 
.:"lfl'0 5000.0 .068 340.00 
KIU 1lEPua:a cwr 0.0 0.00 0.00 
lOLLED BAIlLEI ... 0.0 0.00 0.00 
6996.72 0.00 
1I/05/11. 
HYRUM R"B WAN FARM TYPE DAIRY-cASH CROP LAND CLASS COHPOSITE TYPE or MlALYSIS 8F.P.\YHElI'!' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACRES IN PARK 165 . tATER REQUIRED PEIl ACIt£ 2 . 06 8UDGE'l' 11>. 
MEA REPRESENTED AVERItoG£ MANAGEMENT DM'E OF PRICES .JAN 1916 BUDGET ftEi'AID aIIllS"l'OP IUDGE'I' DU'E !tAR 1981 
" 
IRRIGABLE I.AND 
NON- IlUUGABLE LAND 
TOTAL 
CROP DISTRIBUTION 
IIlIlIGABLE\ 
ALFALFA 
BARLEY (DRN SILN:iE 
ALT EST-BRLY 
IRR.PAST. 
I'MS'1' : WASTE 
0'11IER\ 
STRAW 
AITERHA1'It 
NON-IRBlGABLE\ 
6W 
&RUSHLAND 
UVESTOCK UNIT 
DAIRY COWS 
HEIFER 
BULL CALVES 
HFR . CALVES 
HILI( PROD. 
FARM BUDGE'l' SlHtARY 
NO. 
OR 
ACRES 
165 . 
o. 
165. 
10. 
2l. 
25 . 
14 . 
10. 
5 . 
15. 
145. 
o. 
o. 
75 . 
15. 
36. 
36. 
15 . 
PEIlCENT 
100. 
o. 
100 . 
42. 
ll. 
15. 
I. 
18. 
1. 
WEIGHT 
OR 
YIELDS 
4 . 7 
95 . 0 
20 . 0 
15.0 
2.5 
0 . 0 
1300. 
900. 
100. 
400. 
15000. 
"/05/13. 
HYRUM R~B WAN FARK TYPE DAIRY-cASH ClWP LMD CLASS COMPOSITE TYPE OF AllAUSIS REP/.ntENT 
. CONDITION WIn! PBDJECT IlUUGASLE AOU:S DI PARK 165. Wla'ER IlEOUIJlEI) PER ACIlE 2.06 IUDGET 1m. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVERAGE ~ DATE OP PRICES JAIl 1916 BUDGET PlEPMD QIIllS'l'OP IUDGE'f I».TEMAIl 1988 
PARM BUDGET SUMtWlY 
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
,i 
fARM INVESTMENT 
LABOR BY OPERATOR AND FAMILY (HRS) 
. GROSS PARK INCClHE 
LESS EXPENSES: 
GENERAL 
Dft'. ON DEBT 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
NET F AM INCOtIE 
LESS: 
R£"nJRN '1'0 EQUITY ( 3 . 40\ X EQUITY I 
RETURN '1'0 ItNW:iEHENT (10.00\ X NET FARM INCOHE) 
RE'1"UIUt 1'0 LABOR (OPEIlA1'OR WAGES , FNlIU WAGES) 
R£TURN TO PMM FNUU 
PMItEH'I' CAPACI'IY 
PER ACRE 
PEIl ACIlE-FOO'l' 
554457.53 
2900.00 
161601.26 
109955.41 
13598.]2 
123553.73 
44047.53 
14791. 54 
4404.75 
16428.00 
35624.29 
8423.24 
51.05 
24.7' 
II;oS/ll. 
HYlWH R,B WAN FARM TYPE DPJllY-cASH CROP LAND ClASS <DKPOSI'l'I nPE 0' AIIAUSIS IEPAmElIl' 
CDtmITION WI'ftI PROJECT lRllIGABLE N:IlES IIi 'ARM 165. WA1'EIl IEQUDID PEB AalE 2.06 IUIXift aD. 
MEA llEPllESEH'l'ED AVEIlNiE K.~ Dl1'E OF PRICES 3M it16 .mGE'f I'IUMD ~ - IIDift Dl!'E MAR U" 
FAIM BUDGE'l' stHWlY 
ACRES MAli 'ARM PRODUCTION DISPOSAL or FAIM PIIODUC'1'IOII 
CROPS AND OR WDRit YIELD TOTAL SELL FARM 
LIVESTOCK NUMBER 
ALFALFA 10.0 
tPJRS UNIT WEIGHT PRODUCT 
S25.00 ~ 4.1 329.00 
Nk>UN'l' PRICE VALUE USE 
0.00 6'.11 0.00 129.00 
BARLEY 21.0 .9.46 au 95.0 1995.00 1995.00 2.35 4'.1.25 0.00 
CORN SILAGE 25.0 169.25 TON 20.0 500.00 0.00 22.00 0.00 500.00 
STRAW 15.0 56.15 TOR 1.0 35.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 35.00 
ALF EST-BRLY 14.0 61 .• 1 au 15.0 1190.00 1190.00 2.15 2196.50 0.00 
IRR : PkST. 10.0 19.10 TON 2.5 15.00 0.00 61.8] 0.00 75.00 
AFTERMATH 145.0 0.00 AUK .6 81.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.00 
FHST : WASTE 5 .0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 165.00 7414.15 
DAIRY COWS 
HEIFER 
75.00 3975.00 CWT 1].0 975.00 341.25 35.97 12274.76 
34.50 0.00 CWT 9.0 310.50 68.]1 
BUll CALVES 
HFR. CALVES 
KILK PROD. 
36.00 0.00 CWT 1.0 36.00 ]6.00 
16 . 00 0.00 CWT 4.0 144.00 0.00 
75.00 0.00 cwr 150.0 11250.00 11250.00 
TOTAL 
f .;R!-I ~ '~RK 
El'rrEP..PRISE 
TOT.;!, hORJ( ON CROPS 
TOT.;!. hORK ON LIVESTOCK 
Te T.;!. WRK ON ruSC . 
rOTAL WRJ\ ON f AIU-I 
HOURS 
991.04 
3975.00 
744.91 
5710.95 
LAND 
IHPROVEl1ENl'S 
~
56.71 ]175.23 
61.57 2216.52 
0.00 0.00 
12.60 141150.00 
160116.51 
NIXB'l' 
64115.00 
Hl2tl.70 
nU'5.00 
tU41.50 
rEED AND SUPPLIES tt61.ll 
00 
WP.i\ BY OPERATOR 
WRi\ BY F1\MlL~ 
h:or~: Bt HIRED L.;BOR 
2560.00 
140.00 
2110.95 
TOTAL IBYES'DtEII'l' 55U51.53 
,MIl DPEllSES 
HIllED LABOR 
IlEPAIllS, IUlLDtaiS " IHPIMIrS 
llEPAI!! ,_ttAalDDYI.EQUIP 
DEPllE~U\:I'Ia., IUILDI&S 
DEPllEClA1'Ia., IIACB " EQUIP 
CUSTOM WORK 
~~, ~~, UtPaVIIl'S 
INSiiiANCE, BLDG, IKPJOV. " £QUI 
MARKETING COSTS 
KISCEUNiEOUS LlV£S'IOCl{ COSTS 
SPRAY JtATEJllAL 
GRAZING FEES 
BALING 'l'WI1IE 
SEED COSTS 
FEED PUllOIASED 
FERTILIZER 
TELEPIIOlIE 
ELEC"!'IUCITY (FAItH SHARE) 
SOCIAL SECUIlITI TAlES 
AUTO TllUCl( LICENSE " DIS. 
FARM LIABILITI IIISUIlAI1CE 
IRlllGA1'lOll 0 " .. 
arHEll EXPENSES 
OPEItM'IRG COSTS IR'I'EItEST OIl _JKM7> CAP. 
SUB'l"OT.AL 
KISCEu.AIIIEOUS (2 mfWs~ 
Dft'EllES'r a. DIDE 
lUlalASED LIVES"l'OCK 
CURIl£II'I' rMll EUEllSE 
FDWICIAL SI.WWlY 
11581.10 
3155.12 
"10.10 
589.70 
6165.96 
714.00 
114.40 
0.00 
644.5] 
516] . 79 
9117.50 
1020.2] 
0.00 
589.41 
1679.15 
14601.01 
1522.75 
624.00 
1621.00 
2935.30 
710.00 
145.00 
0.00 
250.00 
8613.86 
4144.12 
101799.42 
2155.99 
13591.32 
0.00 
123553.73 
7414 . 75 
160116.51 
0.00 
-----161601.26 
121551.73 
U047.53 
15624.29 
H191.54 
44Of.75 
16421.00 
1423.24 
51.05 
24.7' 
.. /05/11. 
HYRUM R'B UlAN rABK TYPE DAIRY-cASH CROP LARD CLASS C'QIGIOSITE 'l'IPE OF AD.LJSIS IEPADtIIft' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IDIGAaLE ACR£S IN rARM 165. WATER REQUDl£D PER ACU 2.06 IImG&'I' m. 
MEA B£PRESDITED AV'EIWa: IINUIGDtErl1' DATE or PIUCES .JAIl n.6 BUDGE'f PREPAID aallS'l'Ol' IIDift DU'E !WI 1918 
•••••• ***.* •••• *.** ••• ** •••••••••••• ** •• *.************~!~I.~*~~****** •••• ** •• ****.* ••• * ••••••• * ••• ~ ••••••• * •••••• **.* 
OIUGlHAL AHRUAL AIRJAL DEnECUrIOil 
ITEM WAClTY 01U~~~ ~~E~Jm: I~ay aJr~ mr AMUrf r&~ 
PLOW" ' i 'WAY'" ·· ·· ·· · ·j:i'·iN:···· · ·····'800:···'ii6:oo···· · ···.080:oo·····:oi· · ··ij':oo···is: · ······4':'i····o:oooo······"'0 :00 ' 
DIS~ TANDEM 12 FT. 6100. 6030 . 00 4020 . 00 . 02 134.00 25. 45.95 0.0000 0 . 00 
U:VEL I FT. 4900. 4410 . 00 2940.00 .02 91.00 25. 31.60 0.0000 0 . 00 
SPlKETQOTH HARROW 12 FT. 505. 454.50 303.00 .01 5.05 25. ].46 0 . 0000 0 .00 
SPRINGTOOTIf HARROW 12 n . 1545. 1390.50 921 . 00 .01 15.45 25. 10.60 0.0000 0 . 00 
GRAIN DRIU. 12 FT. 6500. 58S0.00 3900 . 00 .02 130.00 2S. 44.51 0.0000 0 . 00 
COHH FERT SPREADER 12 FT. 1050. 945 . 00 630.00 . 02 21 . 00 2S. 1.20 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
PTO HAY BALER 1200. 1310.00 4920 . 00 . 03 246.00 25 . 56.24 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
MANURE LOADER 35S0. ]195.00 21]0.00 .0) 106 . 50 2S. 24.]5 0.0000 0 . 00 
MANURE SPREADER 300 BU . 40S0. 3645.00 24)0.00 . 0) 121.S0 25. 21.11 0.0000 0 . 00 
DITCHER 525. 412.50 315.00 .03 15.15 2S. ].60 0.0000 0.00 
HAY ELEVATOR 11 FT. 315. 3]1.50 22S.00 . 02 1.S0 25. 2.51 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
FLAT BED WAGON 2100. 2430.00 1620 . 00 .02 S4.00 2S . 11.52 0 . 0000 0.00 
SWAntER PTO 12 FT. lIS00. 16650.00 11100 . 00 . 03 555.00 20. 233.11 0.0000 0.00 
BALE \iAGON PTO 75 BALES 14000. 12600.00 1400.00.0) 420.00 15. 340.10 0 . 0000 0.00 
HlLK BULK TANK 1500 GAL. 11000. 16200.00 10100 . 00 .04 120.00 15. 411.05 0 . 0000 0.00 
STALLS , . MILKERS , ETC . DOUBLE 4 14000. 30600.0p 20400 . 00 .06 2040.00 10. 1152 . 16 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
WATER H~TER 100 GAL . 500. 4S0.00 ]00.00 . 02 1.50 15. 12.11 0 . 0000 0.00 
Al11'O.fE:::O BIN ; fEEDER 7500. 61S0.00 4S00.00 .03 225.00 15. 112.52 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
CORN PLhNTER 4 ROW 2900. 2610.00 1740.00 .02 51.00 25. 19.89 0 . 0000 0.00 
CULTIV';TOR 4 ROW 500. 4S0. 00 )00.00.02 10.00 25. ] . 4) O. ooo~ 0.00 
CORN CHOPPER 2 ROW )900. ]510.00 2140 . 00 .02 11.00 25. 26 . 15 0.0000 Q. OO 
SHALL TOOLS 1]60. 6624.00 4416.00 .02 147.20 10. 319.29 
SUBTOTAL 154560. 
Al1l'O 33 ~ , . 3465. 3118 . 50 2079.00 . 04 131.60 10 . nl.51 0.0000 0 . 00 
PIChl;c ; . ." -. J, '..j TON 11700. 10530.00 1020.00 .04 461.00 10 . 602.95 0 . 0000 0 . 00 
TRUC}: "1 HST 2 TON 24000 . 21600.00 14400.00 .04 960.00 15. 514.06 0.0000 0 . 00 
TRACT(:? DBHP 80 24750. 22275.00 14150 . 00 .04 1".25 15. 602.12 0.0000 0.00 
TRACTOR DBHP 60 19900. 11910.00 11940 . 00 .04 696 . 50 15 . 414.29 0.0000 0.00 
TOTr.L 231315. 214537.50 143025 . 00 '410.80 6165.96 0.00 
11/05/11. 
HYlUJH R"B LOAN FARM TYPE DAIRY~H CROP LMD CLASS CQIGIOSITI TYPE ~ AllALYSIS IlEPADUIf 
OONDITION WI'm PROJEC'l DUlIGABLE ACIlES IN FARM 165. WM'EIl JlEQUDlEI) PIll AaI 2.06 IUDGE'f m. 
AIlEA REPRESENTED AVEUGI IWIAGDIEN'l' ~ OF PlUCES .JAIl U16 MJDGft ftUAID CIIRlS'lOP IUDCiE! DIm: MAIl 1911 
BUILDINGS AND lMPBOVEHENTS 
*******~****·********·f*··*···*··*************·******* ••• _ ••••• * ••• ** ••• _*._-**-***** ••• *.**.** •• ** •• ***_ •••••••••••••••• ***** ••••• 
• ORIGINAL AfRJAL AIBW. DEPUCUrlQII 
ORIGINAL COST LESS INVDll'ORY REPAIllS YEAltS DlStJRANCE 
ITEM CAPACITY COST SALVAGE VALUE VALUE RATE NIXBl' LIn NIltIII' FACIOIl AtI)UNl' 
SHOP' T IMP SHED 40)[60 11000. 18000.00 10800.00 .02 360.00 50. 22.14 .005 90.00 
STEEL GRANARY 1200 BU 1054. 1054.00 632.40 .02 21.01 30. 1.14 0.000 0.00 
DAIRY CORRALS SKED 80 liD. 31515. 37515.00 22545.00 .02 151.50 40. Ill.22 .005 187.81 
ttl I.J\ ING P ARWR 52000. 52000.00 31200.00 .02 1040.00 50. 6].96 .005 260.00 
CALF HOUS ING 21ll0. 213]0.00 12198.00 .02 426.60 50. 26.24 .005 106.65 
SILAGE BUNKER 500 TON 12000. 12000.00 1200.00 .02 240.00 20. 2]4.60 0.000 0.00 
FENCES <1.15 IlD/AC 6ll]. 6ll~.10 3799.62 .05 316.64 20. 121.10 0.000 0.00 
--- ---
TOTAL 141292. 141291.10 11915.02 1155.12 519.70 6U.5] 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM R'B UlAN rARM TYPE DAlBY-cASH ClOP LMD CLASS CQtUIOSI'rE T!PE ~ AMLYSIS 1EPADtEN'f 
c:::oHDITION WITH PBOJECT UUlIGABLE ACJlES III rAM 165. tATER 8EQUDtED PER ACU 2.06 IUDGE'f m. 
MEA REPRESENTED AVEUGE IWIAGEItENl' I».TE or PIlICES .JAIl ltl6 IU)GE'1' JlllUMD ~ IUDG&'f DJ.rEMAIl 1911 
LIVES'I'OCJ( PROOOCTIOlf I.IVES'IOa DIVIII'fORY 
.........................................................••....•... _ .. _-_.-_ ... -.. _ .... -..... -...........••..•... -.•.•............. 
• I AVEJW:iE TOTAL NlItBER cwr lIIn TOTAL 
NtMBEIl WIGH'f c.wr SOLD CWT.SOLD PRICE VALUE : IUIBEIl VAUJI VAWE 
DAlRi' cows 15. '00 1300. 915.00 26.25 341.25 35.91 12214.16 75.00 190.00 66150.00 
HEIFER 34.50 900. 310.50 1 . 59 68.31 56.13 3815.23 34.50 165.00 26)92.50 
BULL GU.VES 36 . 00 100. 36.00 36 . 00 36 . 00 61.51 2216.52 36.00 0.00 0.00 
HFR . c.\LVES 36 . 00 400. 144.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 
HlLK PROD . 15 . 00 15000. 11250.00 15.00 11250.00 12.60 141150.00 15.00 0.00 0 . 00 
TOTAL 160116.51 93142.50 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM R'B LOAN ,.ARK TYPE DAlRY~H CBOP L.WD CLASS COMPOSITE 'lYPI M ADUSIS IEPADIDft 
CONDITION WI'ftI PROJ'ECT lJIIlIGULE ACJlES DJ ,.ARK 165. WATER IIEOUUED PER ACI£ 2.06 IUDGEr 11). 
MEA REP~£R'l'ED AVEIl.AGE IGPr.l'lft"tJ'l' I».TE or PRICES .JM 19.6 IUDGB'I' PaEPMD ~ IUDGI'l' lWI'E JWl 1911 
~ •••••••••••••• *.** •• * ••••••••••••••• * ••• * •• *.* ••••••• ~~.~.~.~~! ................................................ . 
No. l«)1U( tafITS~ TOTAL l«)RJ( UNITS SEASCIIAL DISftJBUrIOB 01 JWI t«lIl& lIII'l'S 
LIVESTOCK HEAD ~. t'UCl'OIl fWI TJW:'l'OR .JAIl FEB lIAR Aft IIU .JWI .lUI. AUG SO ocr lIN DEC 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
DAlRY C~ 75.00 53.0,0 5.10 3915.0 
3915.0 
397.5 
397.5 
351.' 357.' 351.' 11'.0 31'.0 111.0 111.0 31'.0 31'.0 311.0 311.0 351.' 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----357.8 357.' 357.8 318.0 31'.0 31'.0 311.0 31'.0 318.0 318.0 118.0 357.' 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM Rita WAN FARM riPE DAIRY-cASH CllOP LAND CLASS cottPOSITE TlPE or MlALYSIS REPAnIENT 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACJlES IN FARM 165. WATER REQUIaED PER ACRE 2.06 ~ r«l. 
ABEA REPRESENTED AVERN:iE MANAGEMENT DU'E or PRICES .JAR 1916 BUDGET PIlEl'MD ClIRIS'I'OP IUDGE'f DU'E MAR 1911 
NUMBER UNIT COST ASSESSHENT PRICE 
LIVESTOCK SOLD COST TOTAL PER HD TOTAL PER lID 'ro'l'AL PER Oft' 'l'O'l'AL INTEREST 
. . ........................ .. .................................................................................................................. 
DAlR'l COWS 26.~5 17.80 467.25 122.50 9187.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HEIFER 7.59 16.50 125.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
BULL c.u.VES 36.00 5.80 208.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.(;0 0.00 0.00 
"fRo c.u.VES 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
KIll PROD . 75 . 00 67.50 5062.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1) . 00 0.00 
----
5163.79 9187.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM R.8 LOAN FARM TYPE DAIRY-cASH CROP l..AND CLASS COMPOSITE TYPE OF AlllALYSIS IlEl'ADD"l' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRRlGABLE ACR£S IN rAM 165. WATER REOUIIlED PEl ACIl£ 2.06 IUDGET RD. 
AREA REPRESEHTED AVEBN:a: HNWiEMENT DATE OF PRICES JM 1916 BUDGE'f PREPAID CIIllS'lOP 8UDGft DI.1'E MAR 1988 
*~******************** •••• *** •••• *.********* •• * •• *****~~~.~~~~.~~!~ •• *.* •• * ••••••• *******.******.** •• *.************** 
IIOUGHAGE STRAW BARLEY IATIa. lULl REPLACER 
AU. 'I'OH EQUIV. TON PER HEAD au. PEIl HEAD cwr PER HEAD Oft' PEa HEAD 
.': FEED TOTAL FEED TOTAL FEED TOTAL FEED 'I'O'l'AL FEED TOTAL 
LIVESTOCK NUMBER RArE REQUIRED RATE REQUIRED BATE REQUIRED RATE llEQUIllED aA1'E 1lEQUIRED 
OAlRY cows 75 . 00 9.50 712 . SO 1. 25 93.75 0.00 0.00 46.14 1460.50 .20 15 . 15 
712.50 93.75 0.00 3460.50 15.15 
S UPPLIED ALFALFA 582.18 STRAW 35.00 BARLEY 1995.00 
PUB.RANGE 0.00 
PURCHASED 130.32 58 . 75 0.00 3460.50 15 . 15 
SOLD 0.00 0 . 00 1995.00 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM a'B LOAN FARM TYPE DAlRY-cASH ~P LAND ClASS COMPOSITE TYPE or MALYSIS REPAYJIEHl' 
CONDITION wrm PRO.JEC'r IRRIGABLE ACIl£S IN FARM 165. WATER REOUIJlED PER ACRE 2.06 IUDG£'!' 1m. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEBAGE IWWiEHEH'l' DU'E or PalCES 3M 1916 MJDGE'l' PlEPAIEI aIRlSTCW !IUDGEr Dld'E HAIl 1911 
CROP PROOOCTIOH AND DISPOSAL 
----_.- ... _-_ ....... _._-_ ....... _.- ........... --_. __ .--_._* .. _*_._ .. -.--_ .. _-*-_ ... _ ........ _ ...... __ . 
• • UNIT YIELD TOTAL· DISPOSAL or PIlODUC'l - AVEllItGE -
• OF PER PRO- FARM SALES - IIIVEII'IOaY 
CROP - ACRES YIELD ACRE OUCTIOH USE AKXJNT PJlICE VALUE - NOm VALUE-
. -.................................................... * ............................................................. ., ..................................... 
ALFALFA 
-
10. TON 4.1 329. . 329.00 0.00 61.83 0.00 
-
12.25 5519.G2 • 
BARLEY 21. BU 95.0 1995. 0.00 1995.00 2.35 4611.25 • 0.00 0.00 
· 
CORN SII..AGE 25. TON 20.0 500. 500.00 0.00 22.00 0.00 10 125.00 2150.00 • 
STRAW 35. TOH 1.0 35. 35.00 0.00 30.00 O.O~ 1.15 262.50 
-
ALF EST-BRLY 14. au 85.0 1190. 10 0.00 1190.00 2.35 2796.50 10 0.00 0.00 
CORN GRAIN O. BU 105.0 O. 0.00 0.00 3.02 0.00 
-
0.00 0.00 10 
IRR.PAST. 3~. TOH 2.5 15. 15.00 0.00 61.83 0.00 11.15 1211.81 
MEADOW PAST. O. AlJM 5.0 O. 
-
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10 0.00 0.00 
· 
Ml'EPJ·l\TIi l45. AUH .6 81. 81.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 21.75 0.00 10 
fMST : WASTE 5. 0.0 O. • 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
· 
---
TOTAL 165. 1414.15 9863.33 
1'/05/11. 
HYRUM R'S UlAN FARM TYPE DAIRY-<:ASH CROP LAND CI..ASS OOMPOSITE nPE ~ AllALYSIS IlEPADtEII'J' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IRlllGABLE ACRES IH FARM 165. WATER IlEQUIIlED PD ACJl£ 2.06 IUDGE'r 81). 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEUGE ~ I».1'E OF PRICES JMI 1916 BUDGET PltEPAID aaLlS'I'OP IUDGft EWl'E HAIl 1911 
••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••• **.* •••••••••• ~~ •• ~~~~ •••• 1*~.~~.1 ••• * •••••••••• ** •••••••••••••• ** •••• ******* ••• *.* ••• *. 
SE£I) FERTILIZER SPRAY TRAC'IOR FUEL CUS'roll HIllE BALE 1'WDE ASSESSIID'rS LAHD DIY. 
UHlT UHlT UBIT UNIT UBI'!' IBn' IBn' lIIl'!' 
atop ACRES cos~ 'l'O'l'AL COST 'l'O'l'AL COST 'l'O'rAL COST TOTAL COST 'l'O'l'AL COST 'IODI. COST 'IODI. CD$'!' 'l'O'l'AL 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
ALFALFA 70. 4.~0 141.00 4.05 1332.45 9.69 611.)0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.21 424.41 215. 20650. 401. 21010. 
BARLEY 2l. 11.75 246.75 .50 997.50 5.31 111.93 0.00 0.00 22.40 470.40 0.00 0.00 295. 6a5. 401. 1421. 
CORN SILAG 25 . ]] . 00 125.00 4.65 2325.00 9.20 230.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 295. 7375. 401. 10025. 
STR.\W 35. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.95 68 . 25 O. O. o. O. 
ALF EST-6R 14. 11.75 164.50 .50 595.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.40 Hl.60 0.00 0.00 295. 4130. 401. 5614. 
CORN GRAIN O. 27.84 0.00 .93 0.00 9.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 295. O. 401. O. 
IRR.PAST. 30. 3.33 99.90 1.99 299.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.29 96.75 295. ..~o. 401. 12030. 
t1E.AD6\., PAS O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 o. 0 o. o. 
AFTEP1:';'ru us . 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o. o. o. O. 
fHST : 'rf.\S 5 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 295. 1475. 125. 62S. 
TOTAL 1619.15 5549.20 1020.23 0.00 714.00 5".41 "675. "'715. 
LESS ':~m:: M.\NUP£ 4026.45 
TOT;.L 1522.15 
II/OS/ll. 
HYRUM R.B LOAN FARM TYPE DAIRY-cASH CROP LMD CLASS COHfOSrrE TDE or AlllUSIS REPADtEN'l' 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IItIlIGABLE ACRES IB FARM 165. WA1"EIl ~ PER ACU 2.06 IUDGET 11). 
AIlEA REPRESENTED AVEBAGE IWWiEHEHr MTE OF PRICES .:wi 1t 6 8UDGE'1' PUPMEIl <aISl'OP . IlJDGft I»m: MAR 1911 
•• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~t.~~.~~~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• I ACRES WRK UNITS TO'l'AL 
ITEM OR OR ACRE OR HEAD WORK UNIT SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION or MAlI 1I«lIlK WIlTS 
OPERATION HEAD HAIl '1'IlAC'T MAN TRACT JAN FEB MAR APR KAr .JWI JUL AW SEP ocr HOV DEC 
.......................................................................................................................................................... 
ALf'ALf'h 70. 1.50 5.10 525.00 399.00 0.0 0.0 26 . 3 15.8 H.5 105.0 110.1 110.3 126.0 0.0 11.0 0 . 0 
a.Aru..£" 2l. 4.26 2.15 89.46 45.15 0 . 0 0 . 0 6.3 23.3 12.5 10.1 1.2 9.a 10.1 4.5 4.5 0.0 
CORN SILAGE 25. 6.17 3.17 169.25 94.25 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.5 23.1 21.8 U.S 10.2 12 . & 3.4 3.4 0.0 
STRAW 35. 1.61 1.61 56.35 56.15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 42.1 o.~ 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ALf' EST-BBLY H. 4.42 2.ll 61.81 32.34 0 . 0 0.0 3.1 15.5 1.1 1.4 5.0 6.1 1.4 ).1 3.7 0.0 
CORN GRAIN O. 5.71 2.41 0.00 0.00 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1l 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1M. PAST . 30. 2.91 .51 19.10 11.10 0.0 0.0 2.1 10 . 1 15.1 16.0 17.1 11.1 5.3 3.6 0 . 0 0.0 
HEA£lOW P'\sT . O. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 
-- -- -- --991.04 644.19 0.0 0.0 31 . 9 71.1 91. 5 168.0 167.' 191.1 222.3 15.1 11.6 0.0 
"/05/13. 
HYRUM R'B WAN FARM TYPE DAIRY-cASH CROP LUll) CLASS COICPOSITE TYPE or AIIAL'ISIS IEPAYHEBT 
CONDITION WI'm PROJECT IRRIGABLE ACB£S III rARM 165. WA7'£Jl Il£QUDII) PEa N:IlE 2.06 IUDGE'l 11>. 
MEA REPR£S£IITEI) AVEUGE ~ DM'£ or PRICES .JAIl 1'" 8UDGE'f PIlUMEa CIIIlIS'IOJ IUDG&T DA.T£ MAR 1911 
LABOR SlI'tttARY 
............................................................................................•......•..•...•........................ 
of TOTAL 
~ UNIT SEASOHAL DIS1'IlI8UI'ION or MAlI 1I«)U laIlTS 
MAlI TRACT JAN rEB JWl An IIAY .nat .JUL AW SEP ocr w:N DEC 
TOTAL W::>IU< ON CROPS 991.04 644.19 0.0 0.0 38.9 78.7 91.5 168.0 167.8 197.1 222.3 15.1 11.6 0.0 
TOTAL W::>IU< ON DAIRY 3975.00 397.50 357.8 357.8 357.8 318.0 3U.0 318.0 318.0 318.0 318 .0 311.0 318.0 357.8 
TOTAL ~IU< ON MISC. 144.91 218.75 74.5 119.2 126.6 22.3 22.3 14.9 14.9 14.9 44.1 U6.6 104.3 59.6 
------- --- --- --- --- ---- ---- --
TOTAL F ARK ~IU< 5110.95 1260.44 432.2 476.9 523.3 419.1 431.9 500.9 500.7 530.0 585.0 459.8 ~13.9 417.3 
~IU< B'l OPERATOR 2560.00 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0 240.0 240.0 240.0 240.0 200.0 200.0 ~oo.o 200.0 
~IU< BY FAMILY 340.00 0.0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 50.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WlRK B°': HIRED LhBOH 2110.95 232.2 276.9 323.3 219.1 141.9 180.9 110.7 210.0 335.0 259.' 233.9 211.3 
WN:iE SUJ9IARY 
**** •• ******.**.*** ••• ***** ••••••• ** •••••••••••••• **** ••••••• -••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
WN:iES 
HOUP.s ~IU<£D WN:iES / HOUR 
OP£P_;: :~ ':5t;UoOO 5.87 
FAMlL''''' 3-10 . UO 4.12 
SUBT0TAL 29uO.Cll 
HIRED ~R 2810.)5 4.12 
TC'!':~ 5710.J5 
GROSS WN:iES 
15027.20 .1410 
1400 . 80 
16428.00 
11511.10 .0705 
21009.10 
SOCIAL SECURITr 'fAXES 
39600.00 
EllPlDYEE'S 
NOm 
m rNlILY SOCIAL SECU81n 'fAXES 
116.0 
EHPlDYER'S 
NIJQft' 
2118.84 
2118.84 
116.47 
2935.30 
11/05/13. 
HYRUM R"B UlAN FAItH TYPE DAIRY~H CBOP LAND CLASS CQIGJOSI'l'E TYPE OF MALYSIS IlEPAYIIEt.'T 
CONDITION WITH PROJECT IIlItIGABLE ACRES DI FARK 165. WA7'ER BEOUIJW) PEa N:IlE 2.0' IUDGET m. 
AREA REPRESENTED AVEUGE IWIAGEMEN'l' DM'E OF PRICES JM Itl6 IJUDGft JIIEltMD ~~ IIJDGft IWl'E MIl 1911 
EXPENSES • 
...............................................................•...................•............................................... 
ITEM 
t...;-ND 
I Ml' ROVD1£NTS 
EQUIPMENT 
DAIRY 
BEEF 
SHEEP 
HORSE 
FEED :-":;0 SUPPLIES 
VALUE 
FOR 
TAXATION 
48675.00 
88975.02 
143025.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
'l'AXES 
TOTAL 
ADJUST VALUE FOR 
FACTOR TAXATION 
1.000 41675.00 
.150 13346.25 
0.000 0.00 
0.000 0.00 
0.000 0.00 
0.000 0.00 
0.000 0.00 
0.000 0.00 
TAX 
LEVY 
.0131 
. 0131 
.0131 
.0131 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
TOTAL 
639.15 
175.25 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
814.40 
IHVES'l"MDrt' 
VALUE 
64785.00 
148291.70 
238375.00 
93142.50 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
9863.33 
554451.5] 
PERCEN'I' 
lBDEB'I'. 
.0990 
.0990 
.2880 
. 2880 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
.2880 
641].12 .0900 
14610.88 .0900 
61652.00 .1liO 
26125.04 .1liO 
0.00 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 
2840.64 .1liO 
119412.21 
Sn.23 
1321.28 
1169.59 
1192.18 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
335.04 
13598.32 
NIlUtI1' 
OF 
EQUITY 
58371.29 
133610.82 
169723.00 
66117.46 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
7022.69 
"35045.26 
••• *****.*** ••••••••••••• r****.***.*** •• **** •••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PO\'lER AriD 
~ ::EUP 
rp.ucl\ 
.~UTO 
EQUIPt~ OPERAXING COST 
HOURS COST 
OR HILES PER UNIT 
1260.4 5.540 
9000.0 .019 
5000.0 .1l0 
5000.0 .068 
TOTAL ITDl 
6982.86 AUAUA 
111.00 STIl.AW 
650.00 
340.00 BATIc.t 
IULK aEPLACEa 
IIIOlLED BNU.IY 
8613.86 
FEED fUROIASED 
lIII'I' AIIXaft' PRICE 'lU'rAL 
TOIl 130.] 61.U 8139.61 
'I'0Il 5 •. ' 10.00 1162.50 
c.wr ]460.5 6.10 23185.]5 
cwr 15.2 51.10 111.56 
IU. 0.0 2.16 0.00 
14601.01 
APPENDIX C 
DIVING REPORT ON THE INTAKE STRUCTURE OF HYRUM DAM 
PRO-DIVE, INC. 
P.O. BOX 663 
OTTAWA, IL 61350 
INSPECTION REPORT 
DATE: 11-19-87 2:45 P.M. 
LOCATION: HYRUM LAKE DAM INTAKE STRUCTURE 
CONDITIONS: CLEAR & COOL 
DIVE TEAM: DIVER: RANDY E. JACOBS 
TENDER:MlKE GAGE 
DIVE SUPERVISOR: MARK PARISOT 
STANDBY DIVER: DAVE WO.ODARD 
Using triangulation to locate the approximate location of the intake 
structure, the diver descended alon9 the slope of the lake. After 
searching the lake bottom for somet1me the intake structure was 
located. 
The intake structure consists of poured concrete walls with metal trash 
racks. ·Four trash racks were incorporated into the structure; one on 
the top of the box-shaped structure; and one on each side of the box 
away from the dam. 
The to~ of the structure measured about 12' by ·8' with the 12' 
dimens10n coming out away from the dam. 
A very large amount of very fine silt and sediment were discovered 
around the intake structure. The slope of the lake bank came right 
down to the top of the east edge of the top trash rack. In other words 
if one was standing on the top of the structure and walked towards the 
dam an immediate incline to the surface would be encountered. The bar 
screens of the top trash rack, however, were not obstructed by silt or 
debris. 
Moving to the front of the structure it was discovered that only about 
a (2) foot opening remained in the front (2) trash racks. A smaller 
square shaped expanded metal ~rating was noted on the structure also. 
The function of this smaller 1ntake was unknown to the diver. The 
north and south sides of the intake structure had only about a (1) foot 
opening on the trash racks with the rest of the openings covered by 
silt and debris. At no point in the inspection was any part of the 
intake structure found to be protruding out of the lake bottom more 
than (3) feet. . 
page 1 
It is the opinion of Pro-Dive, Inc. that the bank of the lake is 
washing or slumping in and covering the intake structure. At the time 
of the- inspection about one-third of flow area remained open on the 
intake structure. It is possible that the flow through the structure 
is the only thin9 that is keeping the intake from being covered over 
totally. If a h~gh debris situation or a land slide is encountered, 
the intake structure could be rendered non-functional. Excavation of 
the structure would allow for a thorough inspection and may be a 
temporary remedy to the problem. A retaining wall around the dam side 
of the structure would help to hold back the sediment. 
SUBMITTED BY: ~~~ 
Randy E. Jacobs (pres.) 
page 2 
APPENDIX 0 
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES 
COST ESTIMATE FOR THE HYRUM PROJECT R'B LOAN 
October 1988 Price Level 
COSTS TO REHABILITATE INTAKE STRUCTURE AND BYPASS FACILITIES 
ITEM 
Remove silt and debris 
and install pre-fabricated 
outlet works extention 
;~~i!~ew~~~;f:~f!~~r~~ 
Replace 18 inch dia. bypass 
valve 
Rehabilitate bypass channel 
Allowance for unlisted items 
UNIT 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
~ub total 
anticipated cost 1ncreases 
Construction Cost 
10\ 
25\ 
33% 
4\ 
TOTAL 
275,000 
45,000 
5,000 
10,000 
33,500 
----------368,500 
92,125 
----------460,625 
152,006 
----------612,631 
24,505 
----------637,137 
COST ESTIMATE TO REHABILITATE THE OUTLET WORKS AND GATEHOUSE 
ITEM QUANITY UNIT 
sandblast and repaint 
outlet pipes 
Repair leaks in 
outlet pipes 
Replace drain valves 
Install new hydraulic 
control system and rewire 
electrical system 
E~~k~~:d~n~ni~~~:~! struc 
Refurbish outlet 
control gates 
Repair air vents 
Reglace gate position 
inaicators including encoders 
and decoders and furnish and 
install manometer 
Test and rehabilitate 
emergency shutdown system 
Miscellaneous 
Sandblast and repaint 
miscellaneous metalwork 
Allowance for unlisted items 
18000 
3 
2 
1 
1 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2000 
sft. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
sft. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
UNIT COST TOTAL 
---------
5.00 90,000 
2,500.00 7,500 
3,000.00 6,000 
45,000.00 45,000 
75,000.00 75,000 
7,500.00 30,000 
2,500.00 10,000 
15,000.00 15,000 
5,000.00 5,000 
4,500.00 4,500 
5.00 10,000 
10\ 29,800 
----------
25\ 
327,800 
81,950 
----------
33\ 
409,750 
135,218 
----------
4\ 
544,968 
21,799 
----------
566,766 
COST ESTIMATE FOR SPILLWAY REHABILITATION 
ITEM 
Refurbish radial gates 
replace seals 
sandblast and repaint 
new wire rope 
Seal cracks in spillway 
chute 
Remove and replace dis-
placed concrete in spill-
way chute 
Refurbish electrical 
system 
Miscellaneous 
Allowance for unlisted 
items 
QUANITY 
120 
1300 
250 
2000 
10 
1 
1 
UNIT 
ft. 
sft. 
ft. 
ft. 
cyds. 
LS. 
LS. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
UNIT COST 
---------
30.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
750.00 
28,000.00 
10,000.00 
10% 
25% 
3H 
4% 
TOTAL 
3,600 
6,500 
1,250 
10,000 
7,500 
28,000 
10,000 
6,685 
----------73,535 
18,384 
-----=------91,919 
3e,333 
----------122,252 
4,890 
-----""-----127,142 
COST ESTIMATE FOR REHABILITATION OF SELECTED CONVEYANCE FACILITIES 
ITEM 
Replace flume with siphon 
Remove existing flume 
concrete 
steel 
trash rack 
18 inch blowoff valve 
pipe excavation 
pipe backfill 
60 a,100 pipe 
fenclng 
Repair bench flume 
Rehabilitate the Hyrum 
Feeder Canal 
CMP pipe 
gravel envelope 
Line sections of canals 
Allowance for unlisted items 
QUANITY 
1 
12 
1000 
36 
1 
400 
350 
130 
200 
1 
1500 
225 
5000 
UNIT 
LS. 
rb~~ 
sft 
LS. 
cyds 
cyds 
ft. 
ft. 
LS. 
ft. 
cyd. 
ft. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
UNIT COST TOTAL 
----------
10,ggg:gg 10,000 
0.60 3,~gg 
45.00 1,620 
3,600.00 3,600 
3.00 1"gg 2.00 
165.00 21,450 
5.00 1,000 
10,000.00 10,000 
45.00 67,500 
25.00 5,625 
8.25 41 , 250 
10% 16,815 
----------
25% 
184,960 
46,240 
--_._------
33% 
231,199 
76,296 
----------
4% 
307,495 
12,300 
----------319,795 
COST ESTIMATE TO REHABILITATE PUMP/TURBINE PLANT 
ITEM 
-------------------------
Rebuild pump/turbine plan 
Repair leak in penstock 
Repair leak in pump headb 
Sandblast and repaint 
penstock pipeline 
Miscellaneous 
Allowances 
QUANITY 
-------
1 
1 
1 
1000 
1 
UNIT 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
sft 
LS. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
COST ESTIMATE FOR MISCELLANEOUS WORK 
ITEM QUANITY 
-------
1 
UNIT 
LS. 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
UNIT COST 
---------50,000.00 
8,000.00 
5,000.00 
5.00 
2,500.00 
10% 
25% 
33% 
n 
UNIT COST 
---------10,0~g,00 
33' 
4% 
COST ESTIMATE FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASE 
ITEM 
survey and computer equip 
Hydro-hoe 1 cyd capacity 
Dump Truck 
Purchase compressor and 
sandblasting unit 
Miscellaneous equipment 
QUANITY 
-------
1 
1 
1 
1 
UNIT 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
LS. 
1 LS. 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Total Cost 
UNIT COST 
12,000.00 
130,000.00 
85,000.00 
50,000.00 
10,000.00 
TOTAL 
50,000 
8,000 
5,000 
5,000 
2,500 
7,050 
----------77,550 
19,388 
----------96,938 
31,989 
----------128,927 
5,157 
----------134,084 
TOTAL 
10,000 
1,000 
11,000 
2,750 
13,750 
4,538 
----------18,288 
732 
19,019 
TOTAL 
12,000 
130,000 
85,000 
50,000 
10,000 
----------277,000 
11,080 
288,080 
SUMMARY OF COSTS FOR HYRUM PROJECT R'B LOAN 
ITEM 
Rehabilitate intake structure and 
bypass facilities at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate the outlet works and 
gatehouse at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate spillway at Hyrum Dam 
Rehabilitate selected conveyance facilities 
of the Hyrum Project 
~:~~b~~ifc;ew;~rs~~Tr't~;~!y. unit at the 
Miscellaneous repair work 
sub total 
contingencies 
Field Cost 
overhead 
sub total 
anticipated cost increases 
Construction Cost 
Purchase Equipment 
Total Cost 
Rounded to 
4% 
COST 
368,500 
327,800 
73,535 
184,960 
77,550 
11,000 
----------1,043,345 
260,836 
1,304,181 
430,380 
1,734,560 
69,382 
----------1,803,943 
288,080 
2,092,023 
2,100,000 
OPERATION AND MAINT~NENCE ESTIMATE FOR HYRUM PROJECT R , B 
PERSONNEL 
EQUIPMENT 
Vehicles 
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
REPLACEMENT 
OPERATOR 
EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
MAINTENCE WORKER 
SUPERVISOR 
SECRETARY/DISPATCHER 
PICKUP TRUCK(S) 
BACKHOE 
MOTOR PATROL 
DUMP TRUCK(S) WITH SNOW PLOW 
SPRAYER 
RADIO SYSTEM 
CHEMICALS/MOSS CONTROL 
CHEMICALS/WEED CONTROL 
TOOLS AND MISC. MATERIALS 
NUMBER 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NUMBER 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
REPLACEMENT OF PUMP AND TURBINE UNITS (sinking fund of $100,000 in 30 years at 4%) 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE SUMMARY 
OCTOBER 1988 
HOURS 
1075 
200 
640 
265 
510 
AMOUNT 
Sin° 
40 
40 
40 
6800 ACRES 
UNIT COST 
9.95 
11.65 
9.05 
16.40 
7.25 
UNIT 
MILES 
HOURS 
HOURS 
HOURS 
HOURS 
UNIT COST 
0.40 
45.00 
60.00 
45.00 
10.00 
LUMP SUM 
SUBTOTAL 
CONTINGENCIES (20%) 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT COSTS 
LUMP SUM 
LUMP SUM (2% OF SALARY) 
PERSONNEL 
EQUIPMENT 
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
REPLACEMENT 
LUMP SUM 
SUBTOTAL 
ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
GENERAL EXPENSE (15\) 
OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE COSTS 
RESERVE FUND (10\) 
TOTAL OPERATION 
MAINTENANCE AND 
REPLACEMENT COSTS 
COST 
10,696 
2,330 
5,792 
4,346 
3,698 
----.----------
26,862 
COST 
4,000 
4,950 
2,400 
1,800 
400 
o 
13,550 
2,710 
16,260 
1,000 
1,200 
537 
2,737 
1,783 
ANNUAL COST 
26,862 
16,260 
2,737 
1,783 
47,642 . 
7',146 . 
54,788 
6,000 
60,788 
APPENDIX E 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION CHECKLIST 
Project: Hyrum 
Nature of Action: Rehabilitation and Betterment 
program for Hyrum Dam and associated canals --
See Attachment 
Date: November 7, 1988 
Applicant: Utah Project 
Office 
Exclusion Category:S16 OM 6;9.4,E.1.- Rehabilitation and Betterment Act 
loans and contracts vhich involve repair, replacement or modification of 
equipment in existing structures or minor repairs to existing dams, canals, 
laterals or similiar facilities. 
Evaluation of criteria for Categorical Exclusion 
1. This action or group of 
actions vould have a 
significant effect on 
the quality of human 
environment. 
2. This action or group of 
actions vould involve 
unresolved conflicts 
concerning alternative 
uses of available resources. 
Evaluation of exceptions to actions 
1. This action would have 
significant adverse 
effects on public health 
or safety. 
2. This action would affect 
unique geographical 
features as: vetlands, 
wild or scenic rivers, 
refuges, floodplains, etc. 
3. The action will have highly 
controversial environmental 
effects. 
4. The action vill lVe highly 
unce'r-tain envi ronmen tal 
effects oi involve unique 
or unkno·wn . envi ronmen tal 
risk. 
No X Uncertain 
No X Uncertain 
within Categorical Exclusion 
No X Uncertain 
No X Uncertain 
No X Uncertain 
No X Uncertain 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION CHECKLIST 
(continued) 
5. This action will establish 
a precedent for future 
actions. 
6. This action is related to 
other actions with indivi-
dually insignificant but 
cumulatively significant 
environmental effects. 
7. This action will affect 
properties listed or 
eligible for listing in 
the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
8. This action will affect 
a species listed or 
proposed to be listed 
as Endangered or 
Threatened. 
9. This action threatens to 
violate Federal, state, 
local, or tribal law or 
requirements imposed 
for protection of the 
environment. 
No X Uncertain Yes 
No X Uncertain Yes 
No X Uncertain Yes 
All-act1vities to take place on or 
within existing structures or within 
the reservoir basin. See attachment 
No X Uncertain Yes 
No X Uncertain Yes 
Action-Covered under Nationwiae---
Permit No. 23. See attachment 
NEPA Action-Categorical Exclusion XX 
EA ----------
EIS 
Explanation and/or remarks: 
-. 
Preparer's Name and Title: Lee Swenson, Environmental Protection Sp. 
Regional Archeologist concurrence with item 7 
Concur: Date: 
Projects Manager 
Concur: Date: 
Regional Environmental Affairs Officer 
ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION 
FOR THE PROPOSED HYRUM R&B PROGRAM 
Proposed Arrangements for Accomplishing R B Program 
The association intends to do as much of the work as possible in 
order to relize a savings in the total cost of the proposed R&B program. 
Rehabilitation of Intake Structure and Diversion Facilities 
The proposed program to correct the silt problem at the intake 
structure to the outlet works and to rehabilitate the diversion 
facilities at Hyrum dam would include removing the silt from around the 
intake structure, installing a pre-fabricated extension on the existing 
intake structure, replacing the 18-inch valve to the diversion tunnel, 
and armouring and enlarging the diversion channel. The proposed 
extension of the intake structure would provide a long-term solution to 
the silt problem at Hyrum Reservoir. The work would be completed in 
seven phases as described below: 
1. The first phase would include the initial underwater 
inspections wherein silt depth, concrete condition, critical 
measurements, and advanced planning would be conducted. This phase is 
especially important since all information gained has to be accurate and 
complete and all future work will depend on this information. This 
phase will be conducted as soon as possible after completion of the 
report and execution of a repayment contract, so that advanced planning 
and design can be completed by October 1989. 
2. The second phase would include the mobilization of all required 
equipment, including a work barge capable of supporting a 1 1/2 yard 
clamshell crane, a recompression chamber, and all required diving and 
construction equipment. 
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Initially the clamshell crane would be used to remove sediment from 
around the intake structure. The material would be removed from 
trenches parallel to the intake structure walls. These trenches would 
be from 5 to 10 feet away from the structure and would be dug slightly 
below the anticipated final bottom level. The crane would load the 
removed material on another barge which would take the material to the 
shoreline, where it would be loaded onto trucks and disposed of at a 
commercial fill site. Yhen the trenches are completed, the remaining 
material surrounding the intake structure would be jetted into the 
trench with high pressure water jets filling the trench to the final 
design level. The intake structure would then be totally exposed for 
the next phase of work. 
3. The third phase would include the removal of any existing trash 
racks, protruding studs, or bolts from the concrete wall of the intake 
structure. After removing any metal, a hydraulic grinder would be used 
to face the concrete to insure a good seal with plates that would be 
installed over the existing trashrack area on the existing structure. 
Bulkheads would be lowered by the crane and installed in the inlet 
structure. A pre-installed rubber seal on the bulkheads would ensure a 
tight seal. After the bulkheads are installed, the emergency outlet 
control gates could be removed and refurbished. Also at this time, the 
tunnel from the intake structure to the outlet control gates could be 
examined and any repairs made. 
4. The fourth phase would take place after the control gates on 
the outlet works have been refurbished and reinstalled. The bulkhead 
would be removed and a prefabricated intake structure extension, 
measuring approximately 14.25 x 17.33 x 10 feet, would be lowered from 
the barge, again using the mounted crane. Divers in communication with 
the crane operator would set the structure in its proper place. Again, 
holes would be drilled to secure the extension to the old intake 
structure, effecting a good seal. 
5. The fifth phase would include the reinstallation of trash racks 
and attachments on the new intake structure extension. After this work 
a final video inspection of all aspects of the work would be completed. 
6. The sixth phase would include replacing the previously cracked 
and repaired 18-inch gate valve that controls releases water to the 
diversion tunnel. The diversion channel would be deepened and armoured 
in selected locations to the confluence of the Little Bear River. 
Riprap for armouring the diversion channel would be obtained from local 
commercial quarries, and material removed from deepening the diversion 
channel would be used for embankment on the sides of the channel. 
7. ~ The seventh phase would include the demobilization of all 
equipment from the work site and final clean-up. 
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Rehabilitate Outlet Yorks and Outlet-works Control House 
The proposed program to rehabilitate the outlet works and 
outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam includes the following: (1) 
sandblasting, repainting, and repairing the leaking joints on the outlet 
pipes; (2) replacing or repairing the drain valves on the outlet pipes; 
(3) installing a new hydraulic control system for the outlet control 
gates and rewIrIng the electrical system; (4) refurbishing the outlet 
control gates; (5) repairing or replacing the automatic air vents in the 
gate chamber; (6) replacing the gate position indicators in the control 
house and installing a new reservoir manometer gauge in the control 
house; (7) testing and repairing the emergency automatic outlet control 
gate shut-down system; and (8) miscellaneous other work such as 
sandblasting and repainting metal work in the control house, outlet 
works tunnel, and gate chamber and installing a new door and roof on the 
control house. 
1. Sandblast and repaint outlet pipes--Examination of the interior 
and exterior of 358 and 620 feet long, 34-inch diameter outlet pipes has 
established the need for a new protective coating to the interior and 
exterior of the pipes. It is proposed that surface preparation include 
sandblasting or cleaning to remove rust and deteriorated enamel. 
Following surface preparation and cleaning, the interior pipe surface 
would then be painted with two coats of coal-tar epoxy. The exterior 
pipe surfaces would be painted with a protective vinyl resin coating. 
The outlet pipes are also leaking at several of the pipe joints. These 
leaks should also be repaired. The repair work would include replacing 
the gaskets at the pipe joints. 
2. Replace drain valves--It is proposed to replace the two leaking 
drain valves that do not operate properly. 
3. new h draulic control s stem--The proposed program 
would inc u e insta ing new contro va ves, installing a new hydraulic 
pump, installing an oil filter, repairing any hydraulic system leaks. 
Also, the electrical system would be removed and replaced with new 
wiring, electrical outlets, switches, and control panels. The existing 
hydraulic lines and electrical conduit would be refurbished and reused. 
4. Refurbish outlet control gates--The proposed program for 
rebuilding the control gates would include cleaning and repainting the 
valves; fixing packing glands, hangers, and valves leading to the 
hydraulic system; and replacing the gate seals and the worn or damaged 
gate leaves and the safety studs on the semi-automatic gate hangers. 
5. Repair or replace air vents--the four 4-inch diameter air vents 
in the . gate chamber at Hyrum Dam are not operational. The proposed 
program includes repairing these air vents so that the outlet works can 
be operated properly. Repairing these valves will also enhance safety 
when initially filling the outlet pipes. 
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6. Replace gate position indicators--The gate position indicators 
in the outlet-works control house at Hyrum Dam have not been operational 
for some time. It is proposed to replace the gate-position indicators 
and to install another reservoir level manometer in the control house, 
when the hydraulic and electrical systems in the control house are 
refurbished. The reservoir manometer would be installed on a pipeline 
extension which would be connected to the existing reservoir manometer 
located halfway down the spiral staircase in the gate house. 
7. Test and rehabilitate, emer enc stem--A float 
system in the outlet-works control house is insta Ie to shut down the 
operating gates if the siphon or the flume downstream of the outlet 
pipes became plugged or for some reason became too full. This system 
has not been used or tested for an extended period of time and it is no~ 
known if it is operational. It is proposed to test this system and make 
any necessary repairs or adjustments. 
8. 
in the 
catwalk 
cleaned 
roof. 
Miscellaneous--It is proposed that the miscellaneous metal work 
outlet-works control house such as the spiral staircase, the 
and handrail, and the electrical conduit and hydraulic lines, be 
and repainted. Also, the control house needs a new door and 
Rehabilitate Spillway 
The program proposed to correct the deficiencies in the spillway at 
Hyrum Dam includes (1) refurbishing the radial gates; (2) cleaning and 
sealing the spillway chute; and (3) refurbishing the electrical system 
in the gate hoist house. 
1. Refurbish radial gates--Refurbish the radial gates on the 
spillway structure at Hyrum Reservoir would include such things as new 
seals, sandblasting and repainting with a vinyl resin coating, and 
replacing the 3/4-inch diameter wire rope that is used to hoist the 
radial gates. 
2. Clean and seal spillway chute--AII of the cracks in the 
spillway chute would be V-notched and then sealed with polysulfide or 
polyurethane sealant. Where chunks of concrete are missing in the 
chute, the area would be removed and replaced. 
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3. Refurbish electrical system--Most of the electrical system in 
the spillway gate hoist house needs to be rewired to meet current 
electrical codes. The electrical system will be rewired and the 
electrical equipment in the gate hoist house, would be replaced as 
necessary to meet electrical codes. 
Rehabilitate Selected Conveyance Facilities 
Several features and reaches of canal are in need of repairs to control 
excess seepage and to reduce maintenance costs: (1) the metal flume on 
the Hyrum/Mendon Canal; (2) the bench flume that the left outlet pipe at 
Hyrum Dam discharges into; (3) a section of the Hyrum Feeder Canal; and 
(4) sections of the Hyrum/Mendon canal. The following program is being 
proposed to correct these problems. 
1. Re lace flume on Canal with a si hon--The 110-foot 
long meta flume structure, be rep ace w t a 130 ft. long 
54-inch diameter siphon. The existing flume ·structure at the site would 
be salvaged and any part not salvaged would be disposed of at an 
approved landfill or burned at the site. 
2. Repair Bench Flume Downstream of Outlet Yorks--The concrete 
bench flume located at the terminus of the left outlet pipe, has 
extensive cracking of the concrete and is leaking. The cracks in the 
concrete would be V-notched and then filled with an epoxy mortar or a 
polysulfide sealant. 
3. Rehabilitate the Hyrum Feeder Canal--A lS00-foot-long section 
of the Hyrum Feeder Canal would be replace with a 24-inch diameter 
corrugated metal pipe (CMP) or PVC pipe. The pipe would be laid in a 
gravel envelope and perforated on the top to allow the groundwater to 
enter the pipe. 
4. Line leaky sections of canals--At present, about 5000 feet of 
the Hyrum/Mendon Canal has excessive seepage. In order to conserve 
water and to increase the amount of flow that can be delivered to the 
lower reaches of the canal, it is proposed to clay line these sections. 
The clay material used for lining the canal would be obtained from a 
commercial site. 
Rehabilitate Pump-Turbine Plant 
The proposed program for rehabilitating the pump-turbine unit that pumps 
water to the Yellsville Canal includes; (1) rebuilding the pump-turbine 
unit; (2) repairing the leak in the penstock pipelines; (3) repairing 
the leak in the pump headbox; (4) and performing miscellaneous repairs. 
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1. Rebuild pump-turbine unit--It is proposed to disassemble the 
pump and turbine units of the plant and repair or replace any worn parts 
such as wicket gates, runners, and pump impellers. Exposed metal parts 
would then be sandblasted and painted with two coats of paint. 
2. Repair leak in penstock pipes--One of the penstock pipelines 
that supplies the pump-turbine unit is leaking. It is proposed to 
excavate the material from around the penstock pipes and to repair the 
leak. Before the pipes are backfilled with the excavated material, the 
interior and exterior of the pipes would be cleaned and repainted. The 
pipes would be cleaned by sandblasting and then repainted with two coats 
of coal-tar enamel paint. 
3. Repair leak in pump head box--The head box where the penstock 
pipes enter the pump house is leaking. It is proposed to remove the 
concrete forming the head box and fabricate a new one on the site. The 
concrete removed would be disposed of at a commercial fill site. 
4. Miscellaneous--There are several miscellaneous repairs that 
need to be completed at the pump house such as replacing the door and 
rewiring the electrical system. It is proposed that these items and 
others that may be identified during the design or construction stages 
of the rehabilitation of the pump-turbine unit, be included in the R&B 
Program. 
Miscellaneous York 
To correct the slide problem on the access road to the outlet-works 
control house and other miscellaneous repairs that may be needed, it is 
proposed to include the following items in the R&B Program: 
1. Corrective action on slide area--It is proposed to widen the 
existing access road to the gate house at Hyrum Dam from approximately 8 
feet wide to 10 feet wide and replace the deteriorated retaining walls. 
Surface runoff would be controlled by installing a runoff collection 
ditch on the right-hand side of the road and a pipeline from the 
collection ditch to the diversion channel located below the access road. 
2. Miscellaneous repairs--This item would include, other repairs that 
may be identified during the specification design or even during 
construction. Funds not expended as budgeted for other features would 
be available for these items. 
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Alternatives to the Proposed Program 
In the course of the investigations into this report, alternatives 
to the proposed program were examined. These alternatives and the 
no-action alternative to the proposed program are listed below. 
Intake Structure and Diversion Channel 
No-Action Alternative--Reclamation has determined that a no-action 
alternative is unacceptable. This is because the safety of the dam 
would be jeopardized and the economy of the area would be seriously 
impacted by a failure of the intake. 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir--With this alternative the reservoir would be 
drained and the silt and debris around the intake structure would be 
removed and the intake structure extended, similar to the proposed 
program for the intake structure. At present the 18-inch diameter 
diversion valve is not large enough to drain the reservoir; therefore, a 
40-inch jet flow gate would have to be installed in order to drain the 
reservoir. Additionally the diversion channel would be enlarged to a 
capacity of 240 cfs and a plunge stilling basin constructed below the 
jet flow gate. This alternative was estimated to cost about the same as 
the proposed program. Therefore the economic analysis contained in 
Chapter IV would be the same if this alternative is chosen. This is a 
viable alternative and the NEPA compliance for this alternative is also 
included in the Environmental Section. 
An alternative to drain the reservoir could be very cost-effective 
(about $450,000 less than the proposed program), if the present drought 
in Northern Utah were to continue, through the 1989 water year. With a 
continuing drought, the inflows into Hyrum Reservoir would be small 
enough so that the 18-inch diversion valve would have enough capacity to 
drain the reservoir. Therefore, a 40-inch jet flow gate, plunge basin 
stilling pool, and the diversion channel enlargement would not have to 
be completed. However, since long-range weather patterns cannot be 
accurately predicted, this alternative may not be viable. If the 
drought continues, this alternative would be selected as the preferred 
alternative, and the draining of the reservoir would be coordinaterl with 
the Division of Wildlife Resources. NEPA compliance for alternatives 
involving draining the reservoir will be covered in Chapter V, 
"Environmental Considerations". 
Extend the Intake Structure Horizontally--An alternative to 
horizontally extend the intake structure 200 feet into the reservoir 
basin was examined. This altern~tive was estimated to cost $400,000 
more than the proposed program and would offer only limited advantages 
to the proposed program. Therefore this alternative was eliminated from 
. further consideration. 
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Outlet Yorks and Gate House 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the items in the 
proposed program would lead to their failure. This failure would create 
the undesirable effects of compromising the safety of the facility and 
damaging the economy of the area. 
Selection of Protective Coating--Because of the corrosive 
environment created by the underwater exposure of the pipeline interior, 
the choice of protective coatings is limited. Coal-tar enamel is the 
coating originally applied to the interior of the outlet works pipelines 
and has been used successfully for over 50 years for the protection of 
submerged steel pipe. This enamel has proven especially appropriate for 
use on the interior of outlet pipes and is a long-life coating that is 
stable under conditions where water flows at high velocities, which is 
the case at Hyrum Dam. Coal-tar coatings have provided effective, 
economical, and long-life protection. For these reasons, it is proposed 
that the interior of the pipelines be recoated with coal-tar epoxy 
enamel. All metal parts that are exposed to sunlight are recommended to 
be repainted with a protective vinyl resin coating. 
Spillway 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the spillway would 
lead to its failure and most likely the entire facility. 
Conveyance Facilities 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued degradation of the conveyance 
facilites would lead to their failure and cause an extended interruption 
in the delivery of project water. 
Rehabilitate flume section--An alternative to rehabilitate the 
flume section on the Hyrum/Mendon Canal was examined. Although this 
alternative is less expensive than the proposed program to replace this 
flume with a inverted siphon, the association felt that their needs 
would best be served by replacing this flume because of lower 
maintenance costs and longer expected service life of the inverted 
siphon. 
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Replace flume section with earthfill--An alternative to replace the 
flume section on the Hyrum/Mendon Canal with earthfill was examined. 
This alternative is estimated to cost about $10,000 less than the 
proposed inverted siphon. This alternative will be selected if in the 
design process it is found to be feasible. 
Remove and replace bench flume--one of the alternatives considered 
for the rehabilitation of the bench flume downstream from the outlet 
works at Hyrum Dam was to remove and replace the existing flume. This 
alternative was eliminated because of the high costs involved in 
completing this alternative. 
Coat existing bench flume--another alternative considered for the 
rehabilitation of the bench flume was to coat the existing flume with 3 
inches of concrete. This alternative was less expensive than replacing 
the flume but considerably more expensive than the proposed program of 
chipping and sealing the cracks in the existing flume. Also, the 
association would not agree to include this item, because they felt that 
the coating would deteriorate in a short time. Therefore, it is 
recommended to chip and seal the cracks in the flume. 
Pump-Turbine plant repairs 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the pump-turbine 
plant would lead to its failure and cause an extended interruption in 
the delivery of project water to a large portion of the project lands. 
Miscellaneous-access road widening 
No-Action Alternative--A no-action alternative would be 
unacceptable because the continued deterioration of the access road to 
the gate house would lead to its failure and cause a loss of vehicle 
access to the gate house and possibly a failure in the foundation of the 
gate house itself. 
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Environmental Impacts of Proposal 
The environmental impacts of the rehabilitation work of the intake 
structure, the outlet works and control house, spillway, conveyance 
facilities, pump-turbine plant, and miscellaneous work of the Hyrum 
Project are discussed below. 
Intake Structure Rehabilitation 
Proposed Plan--Environmental impacts of the proposal will include 
short term water quality impacts within the reservoir and a minor amount 
of vegetative impact immediately below the dam. The rehabilitation of 
the intake structure would require that about 350 cubic yards of silt be 
removed from around the structure under water. In order to protect the 
intake structure from damage, trenches would be excavated 5 to 10 feet 
from the structure and the silt material lifted from the bottom of the 
reservoir via a barge-mounted clamshell to a holding barge that would be 
moved to shore where the material would be transported by truck to a 
commercial landfill site. Yhen the trenches are completed, high 
pressure water jets would be used to move the silt material adjacent to 
the intake structure into the trenches. This would completely expose 
the structure so that it could be made ready to accept a prefabricated 
intake structure extension. The underwater work would be done under a 
Nationwide 404 Permit for categorical exclusions. After consultation 
with the state it would not be necessary to obtain a turbidity waiver. 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir--Yith this alternative the reservoir would be 
drained and the silt and debris around the intake structure would be 
removed and the intake structure extended, similar to the proposed 
program for the intake structure. At present the 18-inch diameter 
diversion valve is not large enough to drain the reservoir; therefore, a 
40-inch jet flow gate would have to be installed in order to drain the 
reservoir. Additionally the diversion channel would be enlarged to a 
capacity of 240 cfs and a plunge stilling basin constructed below the 
jet flow gate. 
An additional alternative to drain the reservoir could be used, if 
the present drought in Northern Utah were to continue, through the 1989 
water year. Yith a continuing drought, the inflows into Hyrum Reservoir 
would be small enough so that the 18-inch diversion valve would have 
enough capacity to drain the reservoir. Therefore, a 40-inch jet flow 
gate, plunge basin stilling pool, and the diversion channel enlargement 
would not have to be installed. 
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Environmental impacts of these proposals would include the destruction 
of the existing fishery in the reservoir and a small or minor amount of 
vegetative impact immediately below the dam. The Utah Division of 
Yildlife Resources has been contacted about the possiblilty of draining 
the reservoir and they indicated that it may be beneficial to drain the 
reservoir if the draining is closely coordinated with their division. 
Diversion Channel 
Proposed Plan--A small diversion channel leading from the outlet 
works to the Little Bear River would be rehabilitated by deepening to 
the original depth and rearmoring the channel with riprap obtained from 
commercial sources. It is estimated that approximately 1,600 cubic 
yards of material would be removed from the channel in selected 
locations. Natural vegetation within the channel would be removed 
during the construction operation. This vegetation consists of grasses, 
forbs, and a few low growing shrubs. The total length of the channel is 
about 2,500 feet and the top width of the channel is about 8 feet. If 
the entire channel were cleared, less than half an acre would be 
affected. It is estimated that less than 0.2 acres would be cleared 
during the operation. 
Drain Hyrum Reservoir-- The vegetative impacts caused by the 
enlarging the diversion channel would be fairly minor would include the 
removal of 3.0 acres of grasses, forbs, low growing shrubs, and one 
tree. The channel would be approximately 50.0 feet wide and 6.0 feet 
deep and would be lined with riprap in selected locations. 
Outlet Yorks and Control House 
There would be no adverse environmental impact associated with the 
rehabilitation of the outlet works and the outlet works control house. 
Sandblasting would be accomplished in-the-dry and since the sandblasted 
paint is a non-lead based paint only a simple clean-up procedure would 
be required. Re-painting would be done with enamel paints. 
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Spillway Rehabilitation 
Sandblasting, repainting, and sealing the spillway chute with a 
polysulfide or polyurethane sealant would no have adverse environmental 
impacts. Again, the work would be done in-the-dry and only normal 
cleanup procedures would be required after the work is complete. No 
lead based paint would be removed or used in the rehabilitation. 
Conveyance Facility Rehabilitation 
The repair of a flume structure and the lining of about 5000 feet 
of the Yellsville/Mendon Canal would have no adverse environmental 
effects. The clay to be used for the lining would be obtained from a 
commercial source. Replacing the existing 110-foot-Iong metal flume on 
the Byrun/Mendon canal with a buried 54-inch diameter siphon would have 
a temporary impact on vegetation below the flume; however, the contract 
would require revegetation of the area when complete. 
The use of epoxy mortar or polysulfide sealant in the concrete bench 
flume downstream of the outlet works would be completed in-the-dry and 
would have no adverse environmental effect on water quality or aquatic 
life. 
Pump-Turbine Plant Rehabilitation 
The rebuilding of the pump-turbine unit, repair of leaks in the 
piping and pump head box and miscellaneous work such as rewiring the 
electrical system and replacement of door, would have no adverse 
environmental impact. All of the work would be completed within 
existing structures using existing access. 
Miscellaneous Rehabilitation 
The 8-foot-wide access road to the Byrum Dam gate house would be 
widened to about 10 feet and a runoff collection ditch installed. The 
cut-and-fill road has progressively slumped for a number of years from 
runoff. The retaining walls below the road on the fill sections are in 
need of replacement. The access road is approximately 500 feet in 
length; therefore, about .05 acres of upland vegetation would be removed 
by the action. The environmental impact of the action would be 
insignificant considering the amount of upland habitat in the 
surrounding area. 
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Endangered Species 
No endangered plant species are known to exist in any of the areas 
that will be impacted by the proposed R&B Program. Likewise, no 
endangered fauna are known to exist in the area of the proposed R&B 
project. 
Archaeological and Historical Requirements 
All of the proposed work would be accomplished within existing 
structures or within the reservoir basin on previously disturbed areas 
with the exception of the roadway repair and improvement. The roadway 
and the diversion channel will have a Class III cultural resource survey 
completed before the final Rehabilitation and Betterment Program Report 
is completed and an assessment would be made on the possiblilty of 
inclusion of the structure on the State Historical Register since it is 
over 50 years old. 

